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ABSTRACT 

Situations may arise which may be tremendously critical on their own facts, and an opportunity is 

needed to be provided in order to show before a court of law, such an urgency. Urgency cannot be 

prejudiced on the grounds of subjective understanding of the same, because the test of urgency may be 

different for each person given their situation. 

Due to current crisis of COVID-19, the rights of litigants, who are dependent on legal professionals and 

lawyers to present their cases in the courts, are being set aside in whole. There cannot be an unending 

shut down of courts, keeping in view the on-going downfall in every profession, particularly the legal 

profession during COVID -19 pandemic. Despite the present unfavorable situation, the society cannot 

do away with a justice delivery mechanism. The present crisis needs to be molded in a way to our 

benefit to offer a justice delivery mechanism which may work effectively and efficiently in such trying 

times.  

KEYWORDS: Coronavirus, Video Conferencing, Legal System, Justice, e-Courts. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The operations of justice systems across the globe are facing unprecedented consequences in response to 

the COVID -19 pandemic. Courts are shutting, or altering their tasks, which can contrarily affect the 

arrangement of convenient and fair hearings, add to expanded case buildups, and lead to expanded 

length of legal and administrative procedures. Particular clusters of society such as women, juveniles, 

undocumented transients, outcasts, and refuge searchers are at risk and intensely distressed by such 

changes. Pretrial felons or convicts entitled to early release are also suffering sustained confinement due 

to relegated operations of the courts of law. In the absence of an operative judicial supervision, people 

apprehended, whilst emergency measures are enacted to take control over the virus, may not be 

produced before a judge timely. 

Precisely asserted by United Nations Development Program, “as states enact emergency regulations to 

counter the spread of COVID-19, judicial oversight of the implementation of emergency measures is 

critical to avoid the excessive use of emergency powers. The socio-economic impact of the crisis will 

also have significant justice-related implications as inequalities are exacerbated. Specific efforts will be 

required to improve access to legal services and legal information to empower people and communities 

to resolve their disputes, seek redress for rights violations, or counter discrimination on a range of issues 

including housing, employment, legal/residency status, access to health benefits or other social 

protection mechanisms.”1 

                                                
1 “Ensuring Access to Justice in the context of COVID-19”, United Nations Development Programme (July 2nd, 2020, 

6:10PM),https://www.undp.org/content/un.dp/home/librarypage/democraticgovernance/access_to_justiceandruleoflaw/Ensur

ing-access-to-justice-in-the-context-of-covid19-.html. 
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METHODOLOGY 

 

Statement of Problem 

The problem profile of this paper relates to the effect of COVID -19 on the current situation of the 

Indian judicial system, highlighting its lapses and the hitches involved. 

Aims and Objectives 

This paper aims to put forth the problems faced by the Indian Justice Delivery Mechanism in wake of 

the harsh conditions faced by the nation due to COVID-19. The government of India had put into action 

a nation-wide lockdown since March, which took a major toll on the courts all over the nation. This 

paper discusses what kind of problems were faced by the courts in India and related guidelines by the 

Supreme Court in various cases. This also deals with how e-Courts and Video Conferencing will 

become the new face of justice delivery mechanism and how the COVID-19 pandemic brought upon an 

unfortunate opportunity for Indian courts. And in the conclusion, it gives a few suggestions as to how 

the new era of courts can come into effect efficiently. 

Research Questions 

1. What is the scope of Artificial Intelligence in the justice delivery mechanism? 

2. How can it help the stakeholders in the said mechanism? 

3. What caused the under-achieving situation of Indian Judicial System? 

4. How has the COVID-19 Pandemic lead to an unfortunate opportunity for Indian Legal System to 

undergo a much-needed overhaul? 

Methodology Used 

The project involves secondary research. The use of electronic research has been made to marshal 

material and data about this topic. Texts, case laws and other references, have assisted in framing the 

project. Websites, dictionaries and articles have also been looked into. 
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I. BACKGROUND 

“While technology has enabled us to go paperless in many courts and go digital, if not all the way then 

substantially, in many courts, we now have the benefit of modern artificial intelligence tools that will 

assist in improving the efficiency of our justice system through sophisticated and contextual automation 

of existing repetitive non-judicial tasks and functions to reduce pendency, expedite judicial adjudication 

and create more time for judges to resolve complex cases.”  

-Justice Sharad Bobde (CJI), 20192 

 

Justice Sharad Bobde, Hon’ble Chief Justice of India made the aforesaid excerpt on National 

Constitution Day, while introducing the ‘first-generation neural machine translation tool’, SUVAS. 

Talking about transforming Indian courts, Justice Bobde expressed his enthusiasm on evolving 

technological advancements like Artificial Intelligence and increasing intercessions over conventional 

mechanisms. “The necessity for this transformation has become even more prominent under the current 

scenario where due to the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, courts’ diurnal functioning has 

practically come to a halt. Courts more than ever before, need to invest heavily in the development of 

technological facilities and infrastructure. Access to justice needs to be reimagined. It is in this 

background, the discourse on technology integration in the judiciary must be evaluated with urgency 

and pragmatism”, said Justice Bobde. 3 

The Indian Judiciary has, fortuitously, began on an overhaul in technical progression, principally 

through assimilation of “Information and Communication Technology” in Indian courts. While laying 

down the infrastructural foundation, under the E-courts mission, for integration of technology in court 

processes, a disciplined and systematic approach was adopted. “Given this project’s near culmination, it 

is an opportune moment to build upon its edifice, a more advanced and sophisticated technological 

framework for the Indian judiciary with a potential to radically alleviate access to justice issues across 

the country.” 

This existing pandemic, calamitous as it is, has provided for the greatly desired momentum for the 

vision charted by Justice Bobde, to integrate “Information and Communication Technology” in 

                                                
2 The Print Team, “AI can improve judiciary system’s efficiency”, The Print, 27 November 2019, (July 2nd, 2020, 8:28 PM), 

https://theprint.in/judiciary/ai-can-improve-judicial-system-efficiency-full-text-of-cji-bobdes-constitution-day-

speech/326893/>.  
3 Id. 
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Judiciary. In order to improve the access to the justice delivery mechanism and expedite it, fundamental 

advancements can be made. Meanwhile, the pandemic brought about recourse to technological 

elucidations has led to certain ad-hoc untenable choices that may shake the very structure on which the 

judicial system stands i.e. the Principle of Natural Justice. 

II. TECHNOLOGY IN INDIAN JUDICIARY 

Since 1990, Indian Judicial system has been progressing with efforts at computerization being initiated 

by the “National Informatics Centre”. 4  Though the former efforts were constrained to the higher 

judiciary, the “e-Courts mission mode project”, a nascent advance within the juncture of technology and 

the Indian judicial system, aspiringly targeted this concoction across all district courts in India. The 

source of the e-Courts project can be taken back to 2005 when the Hon’ble Supreme Court framed an 

“E-Committee for Monitoring the Use of Technology and Administrative Reforms in the Indian 

Judiciary”.5 The “E-Committee” framed the “National Policy and Action Plan for Implementation of 

Information and Communication Technology in the Indian Judiciary” which sketched the structure for 

assimilating ICT in District Courts in India.  

This idea became the foundation for the “e-Courts project”, which postulated the adoption of technology 

in various stages. At its core, the “e-Courts” project targeted for providing cost effective and time-bound 

justice delivery, and augmenting judicial productivity.6 The main contributions of the “e-Courts project” 

comprise of “provisioning of technological infrastructure for ICT enablement of District Courts”, 

including the following:  

 “hardware, 

 Local Area Network (LAN),  

 internet connectivity and  

 standardization of software to be used across these courts.”  

The project has progressed over the years in its parameters, aims and its monetary aspect. It has 

unquestionably permitted the Indian Judiciary to make substantial profits in supervising of:  

                                                
4 Shalini Seetharam, “e-Courts in India: From Policy Formulation to Implementation”, Vidhi Centre for Legal Policy 

(July 2nd, 2020, 10:15 PM), https://vidhilegalpolicy.in/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/e-CourtsinIndia_Vidhi.pdf. 
5 “Office Order (No. L-I 10151212004-Jus, 2004), Ministry of Law and Justice, Govt. of India” (July 2nd, 11:05 PM), 
https://main.sci.gov.in/pdf/e-committee/ecommittee%20officeorder.pdf. 
6  “National Policy and Action Plan for Implementation of Information and Communication Technology in the Indian 

Judiciary (2005)”, E-Committee, Supreme Court of India (July 2nd, 2020, 11:20 PM), 

https://main.sci.gov.in/pdf/ecommittee/action-plan-e-court.pdf. 
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 “court-wise case pendency,  

 simplifying routine operational activities and  

 providing a digital infrastructure for online service delivery.” 

The “e-Courts” project gave birth to the establishment of technological infrastructure for the “District 

and Taluka Courts of India” and has brought about a transition the pattern of litigation in India in many 

ways. Principal amongst them is the “e-Courts website” which features numerous litigant-centric 

services like: 

 “finding out the case status,  

 electronic cause lists,  

 and easy access to daily orders in PDF formats.”  

From a data gathering perspective, arguably the “e-Courts project’s” greatest accomplishment has been 

the creation of the “National Judicial Data Grid”.7 

III. GUIDELINES FOR FUNCTIONING OF COURTS ISSUED BY SUPREME COURT OF 

INDIA 

The COVID-19 outbreak in India, has compelled the instant adoption of measures to ensure “social 

distancing” in order to avert the diffusion of the virus. The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India and High 

Courts have implemented measures to reduce the physical presence of: 

 “lawyers,  

 litigants,  

 court staff,  

 para legal personnel and  

 representatives of the electronic and print media”  

in courts across the nation and to safeguard the constant dispensation of justice. 

To preserve the “Rule of Law” in the democracy envisioned by the Constitution of India, access to 

justice is fundamental. The challenges induced by COVID-19 need to be dealt with while conserving the 

constitutional obligation to warranting the delivery of and access to justice to those who seek the same. 

                                                
7 “The NJDG is a data gathering portal which tracks pending and disposed cases across all the High Courts, District and 

Taluka Courts in India, in real time, and has emerged as a significant tool for empirical data collection on court 

performance”, https://njdg.ecourts.gov.in/hcnjdg_public/index.php. 
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“Faced with the unprecedented and extraordinary outbreak of a pandemic, it is necessary that Courts at 

all levels respond to the call of social distancing and ensure that court premises do not contribute to the 

spread of virus. This is not a matter of discretion but of duty.”8 

Thus, in exercise of the powers conferred upon the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India vide Article 142 of 

the Constitution of India to “make such orders as are necessary for doing complete justice”, the SC 

directed that9: 

i. “All measures that have been and shall be taken by this Court and by the High Courts, to reduce 

the need for the physical presence of all stakeholders within court premises and to secure the 

functioning of courts in consonance with social distancing guidelines and best public health 

practices shall be deemed to be lawful;  

ii. The Supreme Court of India and all High Courts are authorized to adopt measures required to 

ensure the robust functioning of the judicial system through the use of video conferencing 

technologies; and 

iii. Consistent with the peculiarities of the judicial system in every state and the dynamically 

developing public health situation, every High Court is authorized to determine the modalities 

which are suitable to the temporary transition to the use of video conferencing technologies;” 

iv. “The concerned courts shall maintain a helpline to ensure that any complaint in regard to the 

quality or audibility of feed shall be communicated during the proceeding or immediately after 

its conclusion failing which no grievance in regard to it shall be entertained thereafter. 

v. The District Courts in each State shall adopt the mode of Video Conferencing prescribed by the 

concerned High Court.  

vi. The Court shall duly notify and make available the facilities for video conferencing for such 

litigants who do not have the means or access to video conferencing facilities. If necessary, in 

appropriate cases courts may appoint an amicus-curiae and make video conferencing facilities 

available to such an advocate.  

vii. Until appropriate rules are framed by the High Courts, video conferencing shall be mainly 

employed for hearing arguments whether at the trial stage or at the appellate stage. In no case 

shall evidence be recorded without the mutual consent of both the parties by video conferencing. 

                                                
8 : In Re: Guidelines for Court Functioning through Video Conferencing during COVID-19 Pandemic (Suo Moto Writ (C) 

no.5/2020)”, https://main.sci.gov.in/supremecourt/2020/10853/1085_2020_0_1_21588_Judgement_06-Apr-2020.pdf. 
9 “In Re: Guidelines for Court Functioning Through Video Conferencing During COVID-19 Pandemic (Suo Moto Writ (C) 

no.5/2020)”, https://main.sci.gov.in/supremecourt/2020/10853/1085_2020_0_1_21588_Judgement_06-Apr-2020.pdf. 
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If it is necessary to record evidence in a Court room the presiding officer shall ensure that 

appropriate distance is maintained between any two individuals in the Court. 

viii. The presiding officer shall have the power to restrict entry of persons into the court room or the 

points from which the arguments are addressed by the advocates. No presiding officer shall 

prevent the entry of a party to the case unless such party is suffering from any infectious illness. 

However, where the number of litigants are many the presiding officer shall have the power to 

restrict the numbers. The presiding officer shall in his discretion adjourn the proceedings where 

it is not possible to restrict the number.” 

IV. IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON THE JUSTICE DELIVERY MECHANISM 

The slenderest notion of “access to justice” refers to “an individual’s formal right to litigate or defend”. 

The Preamble of the Constitution of India begins with “the solemn resolve to secure to all its citizens 

Justice, social economic and political”. Article 39A portrays this by imposing a duty on the State to 

ensure that the operation of the legal system endorses justice on the basis of equal opportunity. It is clear 

enough that access to justice can neither be shut down nor deferred until the pandemic is over. This 

access is a necessity for everyone in order to proclaim and protect their fundamental rights and 

freedoms.10 

Congestion within Court campuses is a generic feature. Other than Judges and their court staff, lawyers, 

associates, clerks and litigants too swarm courtrooms. In this environment, the idea of social distancing 

is unfeasible. 

Quoting Sidharth Luthra, an eminent Lawyer, “Ever since the shutdown of Courts from the third week 

of March 2020, various High Courts and the Supreme Court have begun to use Video Conferencing 

facility to hear cases, though the system is still in the process of being fine-tuned. With only one or two 

benches functioning in most Constitutional Courts, and restricting themselves to hearing only what they 

consider urgent matters, litigants are suffering. The imperative need of the hour is to ensure that the VC 

infrastructure is upgraded, finetuned and enhanced substantially and very fast, so that each and every 

                                                
10  Sidharth Luthra, “COVID-19: Has Access to Justice been Lost?”, Latest Laws (July 3rd, 2020, 1:10 AM), 

https://www.latestlaws.com/articles/covid19-has-access-to-justice-lost-by-sidharth-luthra-senior-advocate-and-advocate-

ketaki-goswami/. 
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Bench in all Constitutional Courts begins working to full strength and capacity and all matters be 

heard.”11 

Several questions come up and as of now remain unanswered:  

 “How will a litigant in jail, access lawyers when jail visits are stopped and when remand 

appearances are through video conferencing?  

 How will he/she instruct lawyers on strategy or on facts?   

 Will video conferencing in Courts maintain confidentiality to enable client and lawyers to confer 

in private?  

 Similarly, how does one secure the sanctity of witness’s testimony during VC evidence?  

 By not having the accused present personally, will not his/her right to participate in the conduct 

of proceedings be breached?  

 Doesn’t this defeat the principle of open court?”12 

COVID-19 has channeled the emergency of interim relief from the Hon’ble High Courts and the Apex 

Court. “With the virtual courts only functioning, around 80% of the daily judicial workload has 

disappeared. The Supreme Court is functioning at 15–20% of its strength on the judicial side with 4 to 

10 judges presiding out of present strength of 32 judges and the litigation load is around 10% to 15% of 

the usual list of business on a daily basis.”.13  

In times to come, the judicial forums will have to come up with and put in practice anew work pattern. 

Overcrowding would be reduced by restricted entry in these forums, along with hygiene and sanitation 

of the premises becoming a priority. Manpower would be replaced by technology and court tourism of 

few chronic disputants would also have to be brought under control. “In a nation of 137 crore the lower 

courts have very poor infrastructure and the states need to address this issue.”14 

S.A. Bobde, C.J.I said, “The pandemic has forced to rethink on how to function and what is essential in 

judicial process. Real threat came in March and I am happy that the Supreme Court was one of the first 

institutions to announce that it will not be open in a usual way and function in a restricted manner. This 

period has provided a compulsory training to prepare for a new working environment. There is no 

                                                
11 Id. 
12 Id. 
13 Merusagar Samantaray, “COVID Impact on the Legal System: What Should be the Way Forward?” Odisha Bytes (July 3rd, 

2020, 2:30 AM), https://odishabytes.com/covid19-impact-on-legal-system-what-should-be-the-way-forward/. 
14 Id. 
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looking back. We will have to change the mindset regarding the way we look at Court proceedings. We 

are rolling out the module with the suggestions of and for the Bar”.15 

Justice Bobde again said “the apex court was one of the first institutions to respond to the crisis by 

restricting the normal functioning and it was determined to ensure that the court does not become the 

Centre for propagation of the corona virus. We found that it was not possible to maintain the safety and 

protect the lives of advocates and members of Registry because every space be it filing counters, bar 

rooms, copy rooms or canteens were congregated by people. It was found absolutely necessary to work 

jointly to reduce footfalls in the apex court premises”. Justice Bobde further said “technology should be 

simple to use and not exclude citizens anywhere and this system of e-filing will make access to justice 

simple and inclusive through inexpensive system.”16  

Speaking on the occasion, Justice D.Y. Chandrachud said that Covid-19 has distressed the daily lives of 

people and calls for vigorous and regulated institutional responses. “In using technology our motto in 

the e-committee is simple: efficiency, transparency and access to every user of justice services. We are 

also conscious of the fact that not every lawyer has the access of the technology. Hence our solution 

must factor this to ensure that we continue to be an inclusive institution and reach out to those do not 

have the access to technology, in particular the junior members of the bar”.17  

As laid down by Santosh Paul, a Senior Advocate in the Hon’ble Apex Court. There are several aspects 

to the problem in these trying times18: 

1. “Annihilation of Rule of Law: Access to justice is a very important and determinative factor 

before any of the options are considered. People may wrongfully be under incarceration 

deserving bail, some will need protection from eviction/dispossession of their properties, 

aggravated actions of the executive and the wings of government will have to be restrained 

which effects their rights of life and also their right to property and other fundamental rights, 

protection from arbitrary actions of the instrumentality is of the state, people seeking protection 

                                                
15 PTI, “Coronavirus has Forced Courts to Rethink on How to Function: CJI”, Financial Express (July 3rd, 2020, 3:20 AM), 

https://www.financialexpress.com/india-news/coronavirus-supreme-court-functioning-cji-sa-bobde-covid19-justice-

chandrachud/1960592/. 
16 Id. 
17 Id. 
18 Santosh Paul, “Courts in the age of the coronavirus: Why courts can’t shut down”, The Economic Times (July 3rd, 2020, 

10:50 AM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/blogs/courts-commerce-and-the-constitution/courts-in-the-age-of-

coronavirus-why-courts-cant-shut-down/. 
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from land mafia and other antisocial elements, children seeking maintenance in matrimonial 

courts, women and children of foreign nationalities to travel to their home in this hour of crisis.”  

2. “Intensifying Backlog: Closing down courts will magnify the problem by many folds the 

backlog of cases. It would also be a serious infringement of the right of the parties to a 

constitutional guaranteed fair and speedy trial.” 

3. “Shutdown will be Self Serving: It is important that social distancing demanded by the 

scientists and doctors requires to be followed. But the fear of the pandemic to completely shut 

down the courts and thereby deprive access to justice is a move which can only be perceived as 

the right exercised by an entitled group. People are manning the healthcare centers, hospitals, 

essential services like electricity, water, sanitation, transportation of food and materials into the 

areas of human habitation across the country, policing not to” “mention the Armed Forces. To 

claim complete protection for ourselves at the cost of millions of litigants would be viewed and 

perceived as self-serving.”19 

V. WHAT CAN BE DONE? 

 “E-Filing with Written Submissions”: Often an exchange of oral arguments is necessary is for 

admission purposes. In the experience of lawyers on record and filing advocates, there cannot be 

a worse nightmare in the current system than that of E-filing. This process often eats up hours of 

labor. This makes the entire arrangement disadvantageous and the required social distancing 

becomes futile. Hence, the system of paper filing needs to carry on until a user-friendly e-filings 

procedure is introduced. 

 “Email Queries and Responses from Bench”: Situations might arise when the courts require a 

reply on certain definite issues. In such instances, limited oral-hearing or even uncertainties can 

be emailed to the lawyers and/or clients. And the same can be responded to via email. 

 “Video Conferences Replacing Arguments in Courts”: Significance of oral arguments cannot 

be repudiated. As most aptly put by Justice William Rehnquist, “Oral arguments offers a direct 

interchange between court and Counsel… Probably the most important catalyst for generating 

further thought... Justices of the United States Supreme Court have almost unanimously agreed 

that effective oral advocacy is one of the most powerful tools of the professions”. Undoubtedly, 

                                                
19 Id. 
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the same will be restricted to the urban areas where there is the required infrastructure for this 

methodology.  

 “Partly Heard Matters Disrupted by Roster Changes”: There are numerous partly-heard 

matters which get disrupted in the courts simply because of the repetitive variations in the roster. 

A lot of these matters are on the brink of completion when the benches change. In the current 

situation where time is of the essence, roster fluctuations should not affect partly-heard matters. 

This also entails the objectionable and wholly redundant overcrowding of the courts once again 

by the same pairs of advocates and disputants. 

 “Written Arguments where Technological Innovations are Impossible to Operate”:  there 

are numerous courts in different parts of the nation which are not expediated with sufficient 

internet connectivity or the necessary communications facilities. There exist challenges for the 

legal fraternity, many of which may not be pally with the current-day technological 

advancements. The transition may be gradual in some parts of the nation than others. Written 

arguments can serve as alternate technological inventions till they become effectively 

implementable. 20 

VI. THE REFORMATION OF LEGAL CULTURE 

The menace is lethargy of entrenched stakeholders i.e. Bar Associations, law firm equity partners, 

tenured law school faculty, general counsel, regulators, and the judicial system. Their equilibrium is 

entrenched in legal culture, antiquated, structural, self-regulation, economic, and delivery paradigms and 

hubris. The legal profession which until recently has been tantamount with the industry, has been 

assimilated to respect precedent, evade making mistakes, and adapt to an inward-looking, consistent, 

conventional, risk-averse, culture that endorses the myth of its exceptionalism.  

Law has countered the past catastrophes with distinctive caution, endurance to material change, and an 

anticipation of return to status quo. Those economic depressions produced short-term industry belt-

synching and superficial change. They did not uncover the industry’s systemic Achilles’ heel or trigger 

swift implementation of new operating models. COVID-19 is different. It has casted an unforgiving 

light on the obsolete justice dispensation mechanism. In hardly any time, law schools have turned to 

online learning, minor flaws in the partnership model law firms have converted to discrepancies. Covid-

                                                
20 Santosh Paul, “Courts in the age of the coronavirus: Why courts can’t shut down”, The Economic Times (July 3rd, 2020, 

10:50 AM), https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/blogs/courts-commerce-and-the-constitution/courts-in-the-age-of-

coronavirus-why-courts-cant-shut-down/. 
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19 has mobilized the potential of unactualized tools and alternate work patterns long forborne by the 

legal institution.21 

“Is law’s present its future?” 

The delineations of the post-Covid industry are yet to be molded, but a dilemma arises that Covid-19’s 

legacy will survive its cure. To scrounge from “T.S. Eliot’s The Journey of the Magi”, the legal 

institution is “no longer at ease here, in the old dispensation –it has witnessed the birth of new ways of 

doing things and the death of the old order. The iron grip law’s entrenched stakeholders have long held 

on the industry has been released.” The question arises that which rudiments of “old law” and legal 

ethos are here to stay, not whether things will get back to the pre-Covid order.22 

In Mark A. Cohen’s view, published in Forbes- “Automation will eliminate many jobs once performed 

by attorneys, replacing them with new ones requiring new skillsets, mindsets, agility. The industry will 

accelerate its gradual transformation to a multidisciplinary, integrated, platform-driven, capitalized, 

data-based, problem-solving, customer-centric marketplace. A handful of elite providers have made that 

transition at scale and can expect explosive growth from customers in need of safe hands, track records, 

capital, and infrastructure required to deliver data-backed solutions to complex business challenges that 

include legal risk. The pandemic will turbocharge industry transformation and change legal culture with 

or without establishment support.”23 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

“How can we do better?” 

The procedure commences with the consumer outlook. The industry will be less self-absorbed and much 

more consumer-centric. Schools of Law will not be the sole authorities of good students, the 

marketplace shall be. Legal consumers, not law firms, will regulate the division of labor. Platforms will 

offer buyers and sellers with immediate, data-led, safe access to resources across various spheres. The 

discrepancies between different categories of legal professionals will become increasingly distorted, if 

not meaningless. “Law’s zero-sum mentality, a myth from the start, will yield to an everyone wins 

                                                
21  Mark A. Cohen, “COVID-19 and The Reformation of Legal Culture”, Forbes (July 3rd, 2020, 4:10 PM), 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/markcohen1/2020/04/14/covid-19-and-the-reformation-of-legalculture/#21cca59c171d. 
22 Id. 
23 Id. 
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ethos.” This will require a cultural restart that will emerge from legal consumers that claim it. The Law 

Schools must upgrade themselves to prepare law graduates for the altogether changed legal profession.24 

Once we return to the “new normal”, it is evident that the existing courses will not apply. A public 

function as crucial as adjudication cannot be dependent on third-party software. The “National 

Informatics Centre” will have to produce a platform that comprises of features such as video-

conferencing and e-filing. To be definite, forming a next-generation justice dispensation mechanism will 

not be without its obstacles. Although “information and communications technology” is becoming 

predominant, many people may still comfortable with the new technology. During the conversion, it will 

be imperative to inspect the current procedures to eradicate severances, so that incompetent processes on 

paper are not reproduced in digital form. Equally importantly, for the radical transformation to be a 

success, we will need these three things25: 

1. “A clear articulation of the guiding principles and vision of the platform to better achieve a 

quality justice system that can be future-proof against new technologies. 

2. A cogent strategy regarding the implementation of the platform’s details. 

3. A clear legal framework that will give sanction to the implementing agency to lead the co-

ordination of reforms but also protect the interests of litigants.” 

The way forward, would also command application of the following26: 

1. “Overhaul of the entire legal ecosystem to equip the judiciary and legal fraternity, particularly at 

the district courts with the knowledge of handling technology and use of visual platforms for 

filing cases, arguments, authentication of documents, presenting evidences etc. It may also 

require amendments to the Evidence Act, acceptance of e-authentication, e-signatures etc. This 

also calls for drastic changes in the Indian Criminal and Civil Procedures Acts.” 

2. “The legislative underpinning of the courts’ modernization should begin boldly and 

immediately.” 

                                                
24  Mark A. Cohen, “COVID-19 and The Reformation of Legal Culture”, Forbes (July 3rd, 2020, 4:10 PM), 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/markcohen1/2020/04/14/covid-19-and-the-reformation-of-legalculture/#21cca59c171d. 
25  Madhav Chandavarkar, “The Coronavirus Pandemic is an Unfortunate Opportunity for India’s Judicial System to 
Modernize”, Scroll (July 3rd, 2020, 6:10 PM), https://scroll.in/article/958271/the-coronavirus-pandemic-is-an-unfortunate-

opportunity-for-indias-judicial-system-to-modernise. 
26  CD Staff, “Judiciary in Times of COVID-19 Outbreak”, Civils Daily (July 3rd, 2020, 6:40 PM), 

https://www.civilsdaily.com/burning-issue-judiciary-in-times-of-covid-19-outbreak/. 
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3. “Importantly, in the entire chain of events, the litigant-common man- should be an active 

participant and he should be able to see court proceedings through virtual media, get intimation 

of the hearing well in time, daily rulings not being present in the court.” 

4. “The digital platforms should not be subject to hacking, cyber threats and manipulation by 

vested interests. There should be strong cyber security systems in place.” 

5. “Use of technology is not a low hanging fruit. Considerable work has to be done in integrating 

and linking systems, data, harmonizing procedures, creating digital structures that are user 

friendly.”27 

The Judicial system of India has already dealt with multi-faceted issues such as degraded infrastructure 

and low habitancy of judges even pre-pandemic. Already, justice is anyway not readily available to the 

underprivileged. Moreover, the uneducated are uninformed of their rights, many often fear approaching 

the court. Covid-19 has only supplemented the already existing issues and as of now, turning towards 

technology seems to be the only way. The hon’ble Supreme Court in view of defending its virtual courts 

system said “there cannot be divergent views about the fact that justice cannot be spoon-fed. Justice 

delivery, even at the door-steps of the stakeholders, requires the stakeholders of the ecosystem to 

diligently discharge their role and duties, prescribed and required in the scheme of things”.28 

The pandemic has undoubtedly done unparalleled impairment to the entire world which is why such 

times call for tough measures. Where conventional means have failed and might seem obsolete, one 

must resort to contemporary methods. Hearing of cases over video-conferencing may be inefficient but 

is far better than a complete shutdown on court proceedings.29 
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ABSTRACT 

Human rights are basic moral laws and fundamental principles which should be given to everyone and 

must be followed by everyone. Human Rights continue with the individual right from their coming to 

existence to their last breath. Human Rights are regardless of discrimination among people. The theory 

behind this is, we are human beings first and then comes our factors of differences, like religion, region, 

country, class, caste, race, sex, etc. Among these, there are refugees, who are considered the most 

vulnerable group of people all over the world. Refugees are people who fled from their origin country to 

avoid persecution and cruelty and cross international borders to other states to seek asylum and 

protection. Various international agencies and UN bodies like the UNHCR works diligently for the 

protection of the refugees so that they don’t face any discrimination in asylum states. But their treatment 

is often terrifying in Refugee camps. This phenomenon has increased its frequency during this pandemic 

of the Novel Coronavirus. The ill-treatment caused to the Refugees has led to their violation of Basic 

Human Rights which ought to be respected by the asylum countries. 

This paper revolves around the current situation of various underprivileged people over the world. It 

deals with the violations of Human Rights. The paper concentrates on the breach of the Basic Human 

rights of Refugees over the world during the pandemic of this Novel Corona Virus. This pandemic has 
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made the world stand still for quite some time. Various lockdowns, emergencies, curfews, had led the 

refugees to suffer a lot at such time. This paper describes the various basic Human Rights of the 

refugees which are granted to them through various International Conventions and Laws. The research 

has brought this to my knowledge that religion, political affiliation, racism, class discrimination are the 

main reasons for refugees. This paper also explains a fine line between the Migrants and Refugees. This 

paper aims at highlighting the problems faced by the Refugees in Refugee Camps and Refugees in 

transit swinging through borders for asylum and how the International agencies and various countries 

have neglected their Basic Human Rights and treated them recklessly. The paper has tried to infer that 

it is high time that measures for protecting the Human Rights for refugees must be taken. The private 

partners of UNHCR and private companies over the world need to stand as a pillar and play a vital role 

in the activities of the UNHCR and actively volunteer in such situations. Desperate times need desperate 

remedies; the government cannot be pressurized to provide the people with everything and neglecting 

their citizens. It is very important at this time that the resources in need should be judiciously used and 

channelized properly to gain the maximum out of whatever available. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

There are many western copious democracies that are parties to the United Nations Refugees 

conventions and they are devoted toward the acknowledgment of the basic rights, but these countries are 

also disbursing billions of funds to strengthen their borders.  

Whether the conventions signed by these countries which ensure the rights of refugees are merely a 

myth or do they want to do regarding the rights of refugees. Now the question arises-  

Who is a refugee? 

Refugee is a person, who has fled his or her own country to avoid war, persecution, and cruelty, and is 

deliberately made to take asylum in other countries. These people are called asylum seekers until they 

are given the status of refugees by the UNHCR. The UNHCR (United Nations High Commissioner for 

Refugees) is an agency of the United Nations that dedicates its work to the refugees towards their 

resettlement to a third country. It was founded in the year 1950, and to regulate the rules for refugees 

internationally the 1951 Refugee Convention was introduced. According to this convention, refugees are 

defined as “someone unable or unwilling to return to their country of origin owing to a well-founded 

fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social 

group, or political opinion.”30 

Refugees are considered to be the most endangered and sensitive human species in the world.  They are 

mostly prone to brutality, cruelty and misbehavior. The UNHCR declared that, by the end of 2019, there 

were 79.5 million refugees in count worldwide.31 In 1921, the League of Nations came up with the 

status of International Refugee, after the World War II which led the fleeing of a large count of people 

from Eastern Europe. Since then, the term refugee was again termed and defined in the 1951 

Convention.  

What concern the most are the reasons behind their fear of persecution and cruelty. What have they done 

that they’ve to flee their own country, leaving behind their society, family, friends, possessions, jobs and 

to take asylum in other countries and being dependent on others?  It has been found that in almost all the 

cases the reason behind their refugee status is their race, religion, nationality, political opinion or 

                                                
30. iThe iRefugee iConvention, 1951 

2. iiUNHCR, Global Trends: Forced Displacement in 2019, https://www.unhcr.org/globaltrends2019/ 

https://www.unhcr.org/globaltrends2019/
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affiliation a social group in their origin country. The UNHCR has evidently raised the main reasons for 

rise in cases of refugees. They are mainly religious violence, wars and tribal violence.32 

The 1951 Convention: 

The 1951 Geneva Convention is the first international law for refugees. It deals with all the legal work 

for a refugee right from their definition to their protection and their social rights which should be given 

to them by those countries who have signed the document. The 1951 Convention gave the status of 

refugees to those victims of the Second World War, mainly the Eastern Europe. Later in 1967 Protocol, 

the scope of the convention was widened from not only protection but to the problems of displacement 

throughout the world. The 1951 Convention now deals with Migrants and the Stateless people as well. 

Refugees and Migrants: The Difference 

People are often confused by the two similar terms which are not at all similar but their applications 

may crash each other’s position. So, it is very important to know the difference between the two. 

Refugees are the people who have fled from their origin country in fear of persecution and cruelty 

because of their religion, nationality, race or political opinion or affiliation to them. These people 

generally elope from their origin country to neighboring countries and seek refuge in those countries. 

Once these people are given asylum by countries or recognized by the UNHCR they are termed as 

Refugees. The recognition is done by the UNHCR by following a Refugee Status Determination (RSD) 

procedure, which is not a full proof procedure and has its flaws. However, the UNHCR may interfere 

with the country which is not ready to give asylum to the seekers. Thus, it can be said that all refugees 

are asylum seekers, but all asylum seekers are not refugees. 

On the other hand, the migrants are displaced people outside the country but not due to any fear. Their 

main reason for displacement is for seeking better lifestyle, better education or reuniting with their 

families. The migrants are governed by each country’s immigration laws unlike refugees which are 

governed by the international conventions. Their safe return is a high possibility, unlike the refugees. 

In 2019, just five countries contributed to more than two-thirds of all refugees33. These are: 

                                                
32 USA for UNHCR, What is a Refugee? https://www.unrefugees.org/refugee-facts/what-is-a-refugee/ 
33. iThe iUN iRefugee iAgency, iUNHCR i 

https://www.unrefugees.org/refugee-facts/what-is-a-refugee/
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 Syria, about 5.6 million Syrians are refugees and over 6.2 million people are displaced within Syria. At 

least half of the refugees affected by the Syrian refugee crisis were children.34  Since 2014, Syria has 

been the root country of origin for refugees and by 2019 end; 6.6 million Syrian refugees were hosted by 

126 countries worldwide. 

Venezuela, as of 2019, has a refugee number crossing 3.9 million, and it is predicted that Venezuela 

will be the worst struck Refugee crisis state in 2020. 

 Afghanistan has the worst refugee population in Asia. As of 2018, there were 2.5 million refugees 

registered in Afghanistan.  Afghanistan has the second largest refugee population in the world.  

 Amidst deteriorating living conditions and violence in the region, South Sudan becomes the worst 

struck refugee producing state in Africa. South Sudan is also with the third largest refugee population 

state. The refugees have now crossed 2 million marks, and around 63% of this population is below the 

age of 18. 

  Myanmar, after the violence of 2017, which broke out in Rakhine, the Rohingyas started leaving 

Myanmar and took shelter in Bangladesh. At the time, as many as of 7, 42,000 Rohingyas seek asylum 

in Bangladesh and among these 40% are under the age of 12. On an average, 14,300 Rohingyas travel to 

Bangladesh and seek asylum every day. Kutupalong refugee camp in Bangladesh is about to become 

one of its kind with living population of over 6, 00,000 within 13 km square.  

BASIC HUMAN RIGHTS OF REFUGEES: 

Right to protection against refoulement: 

Refoulement is the forcible return of refugees or asylum seekers back to their origin country where there 

is immediate fear of being persecuted. When people leave their own community and flee to another 

country or community, their biggest threat form the asylum-seeking country is that they might be forced 

back to their origin country where there are chances of persecution. Hence their security, integrity and 

                                                
34. i2020, i“ iSyrian iRefugee iCrisis”, iWorld iVision 
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their lives are in danger. The international community has a principle for non-refoulement which has 

derived its existence from the keywords “common humanity” and “international community”.35  

Thus, returning refugees to their homeland where their safety to life is endangered is against Human 

Rights and also has a legal position. Such protection of refugees has a legal status in the laws “relating 

to the prohibition of torture and cruel or inhuman treatment”36. It is the duty of the state parties not to 

expose the individuals who have returned by means of extradition, refoulement or expulsion to such 

conditions where their dignity of a human is degraded or ill-treated according to the ICCPR37, it is also 

prohibited by International Human Rights Law38. Also, in Cruz Varas Case39, it was quoted as “the act 

of handing the individuals back to their torturers, executioners is in itself constitutes a violation of the 

obligation of protection of individuals against torturers, hence the state’s refoulement towards the 

refugees is violating such same obligation and is to be held liable”. 

Right to Asylum: 

“Asylum is the protection which a State grants on its territory or in some other place under the control of 

certain of its organs, to a person who comes to seek it”40. The countries following Non-refoulement 

principle needs to give asylum seekers a shelter for their survival along with their safety and health. The 

asylum should be provided to them not just for their integrity, security and right to life but for protecting 

other human rights as well. This privilege to shelter can be deliberated in scope of the U.N. Sanction as 

an overall guideline of universal law and a rudimentary thought of humankind. 

Thus an individual has a right to move out of his country to another country is recognized as a human 

right and there also he has a right to shelter and protection from persecution through human rights  

                                                
6. The Refugee Convention 1951, art. 33(1); UNHCR, Basic Legal Documents ion Refugees (1999), i8-37; United Nations 

Declaration ion Territorial Asylum, Art i3; The Asian- African Legal Consultative Committee, Bangkok Principles, art. VIII; 

OAU Convention i1969, art II (3); American Convention on Human Rights Convention, i1969, Arti22(8). 

7. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Art 5; UNHCR, Basic Legal documents, ipp.43-47; Convention Against 
Torture, Arti2 and 6, Art 7 of the ICCPR (1966) 

8. HRC General comment No. i20, para i9 

9. HRC General paras i14.1 and i15.3 

10. Cruz Varas Case, note i12. iSeries Aino. i161. Para i91 

11. Article 1 of the Resolution adopted by the Institute of International Law in Sept. i1950, American Journal of 

International Law, vol. i50, Supplement (1951), p i15. 
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Instrument.41 It is important to note that the countries providing asylum to refugees eloping from other 

countries is not considered as an unfriendly act. Earlier, the right to asylum was a right assigned to the 

state ad not to any individual, but over the years this right has been considered as a right of an individual 

because if a state denies asylum it would reflect the denial of the existence of any international organ 

granting it. Though the right to asylum is a right granted to the individual, the states have kept the 

frustration of denial to asylum high over the years.  It may be noted that the underlying principle for the 

UNHCR is that “In cases of large-scale influx, persons seeking asylum should always receive at least 

temporary refuge”42.  The UNHCR (in 1986) took stand as “Refugees and asylum seekers who are the 

concern of office and should not be the victims of measures taken by Governments against illegal 

immigration or threats to their national security, however justifiable these may be in themselves”43 

It is rather sardonic, that the countries or players leading the world and intervening with humanitarian 

laws and introducing human rights are the ones who on the name of security and safety of their state put 

barriers to such refugees, deny asylum and exercise extradition and refoulement. 

Right to equality and Non-Discrimination: 

Article 2 of the ICCPR states that, “Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to respect and 

to ensure to all individuals within its territory and subject to its jurisdiction the rights recognized in the 

present Covenant, without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political 

or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status”44. Thus, a displaced person is 

to be treated with no discrimination by their condition of refuge. The refugees could procure these moral 

imperatives in consideration of protection and respect of Fundamental Human Rights, General 

International law along with iigaining ielementary considerationsi of humanity from the iinternational 

communities. It is a general rule that the refugees ought to have dignity and rights as that of a national45 

in the asylum state as there may not be adequate laws in every state for the protection of the rights of the 

refugees and maintaining their duty as there may be bitterness among the nationals in asylum states 

                                                
41 . The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, art.14 (1), (G.A. Resolution i217 (III); Art. XXVII, American 

Declaration, Art. i22 (7), American Convention on Human Rights, ILM, vol. i9 (1970), p i673, Vienna Declaration, part I 

(1993), para i23 

13. Michell Moussalli, Who iis a Refugee? Refugee Magazine, i(September, i1982), ip.42. 

14.iOpening statement by the High Commissioner for Refugees at the Thirty-Seventh Session of the Executive Committee of 

the High Commissioner’s Program, i6 October i1986 
44. iICCPR,1976, Art i2(1), Part i2,  
45. ICCPR, Art. i2(1) ILM. vol. i6 (1967), p. i3687; ICESCR, Art. 2 (2), ILM., ivol.9 i(1970), ip.360, U.N. Charter, Arts. i1 

(3), i13 (1) (b), i55 (c) and i76i(c); Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Art. i2; European Convention, Art. 14 i213 

UNTS i221;iAmerican Convention, Art. 1 and 24; African Charter, Art. i2, 13, 18 (3)- ILM., vol. i21 (1982),p. i58. 
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regarding the refugees existence on the territory. In addition, common grounds related to situations of 

refugees such as “race, religion, national or social origin and lack of property will not be 

discriminated”.46 

Right to life and personal security: 

 The privilege to life is a non-derogable widespread right and displaced people are shielded from 

subjective hardship of life. Refugees are a group of individuals who have no identity and lack social 

security and basic human rights in all stages of their life, once when they are being taken out, secondly 

when they remain in asylum for their life with no human dignity and thirdly, when they are being sent 

back to their native countries. Refugees are the most threatened species of human on this earth. They 

require identification, status, class, nationality, social security, human rights and health. They are easily 

prone to tortures, physical and sexual assault, genocide, extra-judicial executions, killings, forcible 

disappearances, landmines, hostility attacks, etc. Such criminal activities are very common in refuge 

shelters; therefore, there are human rights law guaranteeing right to life47 and states have the supreme 

duty to prevent such mass loss of lives in wars, genocides48.  

Women have always been the worst victims in refugee camps and it has also been recognized by The 

Vienna Declaration and Program of Action (1993) that “there is an immediate connection between the 

gruesome infringement of human rights particularly as decimation, and precise assault of ladies ( as 

rape) in war circumstances” 49. To back the worsening scenario of General physical attacks, Sexual 

attacks and callous rape of refugee women, states have been urged a plethora of times to acquire a few 

measures that could combat the violence against unsafe women. The failure to protect the refugee 

women from the violence devastated the right to liberty, integrity and security of persons. Even worse, 

at some point nullified the right to life too.50  

For a fact, none of the refugees could be unprivileged of their right to liberty except on such grounds 

and in accordance with such procedures that are established by law. The 9th provision of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights clause 2 makes the refugees eligible to claim legal 

                                                
46 iUNHCR, iInternational iLegal iStandards, inote i12 iat ip. i18. 
47 . iUniversal iDeclaration iof iHuman iRights, iArticle i3; iICCPR, iArticle i6(1), iAmerican iDeclaration, iArt. i1; 

iAmerican iConvention, iArt. i4 i(1); iEuropean iConvention, iArt. i2 i(1); iAfrican iCharter, iArticle i4; iCRC., iArticles i6 
i(1) iand i19 
48. iH.R.C. iGeneral iComments, i, iNo. i86, iparas i2,3 iand i5 
49. iVienna iDeclaration, i1993, ipara i28 
50. See generally CRC, Art i28 (3), ILM. ivol.28 (1989), p.1448; ICCPR, iArti8 (3) and Art i26. 
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safeguards, who can also challenge their detention. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 

in its clause 1 of the 9th article clearly states to refrain from the practice of holding refugees in closed 

camps as it will be treated as ‘detention’. Though, the clause comes with an exception, that holding 

refugees in closed camps is only permissible when it is for their safety and in their best interests. 

 

Right of return: 

Refugees are guaranteed with this right so that they can return to their home country voluntarily as 

recognized by the human rights law. Human rights law recognizes the right of refugees to return to their 

origin country voluntarily from another foreign territory 51 . Resolution 194 passed by the General 

Assembly that resolves the issue for Palestine refugees in 1948. Those refugees who urged to head back 

to their states with the hope of peaceful living along with their neighbors were supposed to do the 

needful at the earliest practicable date. Also, the UN General Assembly, proposed a compensation for 

the property to those who chose not to return. It is the duty of the origin state, state of refuge and the 

international community to provide a safe and flawless environment for the individuals looking to 

execute their right. Since the state of refuge is a temporary status, it is the obligation of the asylum 

country to protect the human rights of a refugee who lost its community and identity and is very 

accessible to discriminations and cruelty and once the conditions are favorable back in their country for 

their survival where their human rights are not violated, the duty of the refuge state ends and starts for 

the origin country. This right is more of a problem-solving step rather than making it more difficult for 

the refugees and their origin states. Thus, the recent advancement in this field shows that the voluntary 

repatriation has been more affective having relations with the UNHCR and both the states of origin and 

asylum. Also, in Article 5 of the 1969 OAU Convention, the article has laid more stress on the voluntary 

repatriation along with strengthening relations between them. 

 

Other rights: 

Refugees are protected by various other rights through various laws, conventions and human rights 

treaties. Like, the refugees have a right to have a family and have equal protection as that of an 

                                                
51. Universal Declaration, Art i13 (2) 
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individual. According to the ICCPR52, “family is considered as the natural and fundamental group unit 

of society and it is the duty of the State and the Society to provide protection to the family and the 

dependents of the individual”. Though, the definition of dependents changes from state to state as a 

result of different interpretation of family in different cultures, it still remains a domestic law of 

protecting the individual’s dependents in every state. Other such rights like right to education, right to 

justice, access to fair employment and all other fundamental privileges and freedom are the outcome of 

various international and regional human rights treaties. Evidently, the 1951 convention, states more 

specifically about the status of refugees in asylum states through its various articles. One53, “Refugees 

are to be managed indistinguishable rights to moveable and immoveable property as for far off 

nationals”. Two54, “Refugees are to be conceded equivalent access to the courts”. Three55, “Refugees are 

to be allowed the same access to wage-earning- blue collar employment as foreign nationals”. 

Regardless of these conventions, many countries fail to provide the same top the refugees due to their 

own national laws. The ready example for such discrepancy can be Lebanon and the Palestinians as 

refugees can't rehearse their callings because of absence of coop enrollment, for example, law, 

medication, and building, and from enlisting property. The labor bar and the property laws make it 

unable for the refugees to gain their status in Lebanon as prescribed by the 1951 Conventions56. 

 

Refugees in the pandemic: Violations of Rights  

Refugees are one of the most vulnerable groups of people who are getting affected in the time of this 

pandemic. The journey is described by the name itself as migration can be seen as a life span process. 

The global pandemic COVID 19 adversely affects their lives and forces them to tackle with new 

challenges.   

 

 

                                                
52. international Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), i1966, art i23(1) 
53. Ibid. Art i13 
54. Ibid. Art i16 
55.Ibid. Art i17 
56. Human Rights iWatch, World Report (Lebanon), i(2014) 
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COVID -19 inflicts restrictions at three geographical stages:  

First, the country from where there belongs that means the country of origin, Refugees may experience a 

worst condition in which there are violations and persecution of their rights with intensified 

discrimination and ‘emergency’ pandemic measures which curbs the democracy. Another problem 

regarding pandemic i.e., restrictions on the freedom of movement, which may make impossible for 

refugees to leave in the search of asylum. 

Secondly, borders are also being restricted during pandemic. There are total shutdown & travel 

restrictions, which creates hurdle for refugees to travel aboard to apply for refugee status, or to be 

resettled in any other country. Similarly, if refugees settled around the border, then fundamental 

principle of non-refoulement i.e. risk of persecution or any other serious issues, which can be violated 

by the resettlement of refugees near borders. Even states have right to enforce border regulator 

measures.  

Thirdly, the country, where there are refugees’ asylum, they may face many challenges comprising 

access to refugee status determination procedure; documents; amenities; livelihood and / stimulus 

packages, and the distress of forced returns.  

 

Challenges regarding protection of Refugees in respect to pandemic:  

COVID-19 

The protection of refugees is a concerned matter for international community and it can be achieved by 

the combination of international cooperation as well as international actions. The authorities should 

ensure that the resources should be availed by the refugees, in the particular situation of this pandemic. 

It is of utmost importance that international communities promote consciousness to include refugees in 

responses to the pandemic and to safeguard that actions are planned and executed in accordance with the 

most protective standard possible.57 

                                                
57. Liliana ilyra ijubilut i, ichallenges ito irefugee iprotection iin ithe itime iof iCOVID-19, UNSW Law,i(June 25, 2020) 

https://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/challenges-refugee-protection-time-covid-19 i, ilast iretrieved i8th iaugust 

i2020 i 

https://www.kaldorcentre.unsw.edu.au/publication/challenges-refugee-protection-time-covid-19
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Violation of rights of Refugees under darkness of COVID-19 

On April 23, Bangladesh's coast watches passed on a reasonable message expressing, "Not a single 

Rohingya will be permitted to enter [Bangladesh]." An explanation copying the administration's position 

featured in an ongoing meeting by Foreign Minister Abdul Momen. Vigorous words conveying a feeling 

of history repeating itself describing back to the 1970, when Vietnamese vessel individuals looked for 

asylum in neighboring countries, however were plentifully denied section. 58  Another occurrence 

occurred in Malaysia when, the country precluded the passage from claiming pontoon conveying 200 

Rohingya outcasts.  

An exact same thing occurred in that very month when Italy shut its ports in regard of its general 

wellbeing.  

There are guidelines given by The General Convention of 1951 which clearly explains governments are 

taking the negative help of worldwide pandemic as a reason to disregard global law by efficiently 

ignoring the origination of non-refoulement- A Fundamental Principle of International Law, prohibits 

governments from sending refugees and asylum seekers back to their countries where they are or have 

fear of being persecuted. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Refugees are the most vulnerable group of people in the world. The current pandemic of the Novel 

Corona Virus, has led to their status more exploited. Irrespective of their place, whether in transit, or in 

refugee camps, their condition is devastating. Imagine, during such crisis, citizens of the countries are 

not able to meet the needs with all the resources available, a refugee, who has lost its state, identity, 

home and Fundamental Rights, how will they be provided with the resources they need. Health supplies, 

                                                
58 . ipierfilippo in.natta, iCovid i19 iis ino iexcuse ito iabandon ibasic iprinciples iprotecting irefugees iand iasylum iseekers i, iThe 

iDiplomat, i4th
 imay i,2020 i 

https://thediplomat.com/2020/05/covid-19-is-no-excuse-to-abandon-basic-principles-protecting-refugees-and-asylum-

seekers/ iLast iretrieved i9th
 iaugust i2020. 

https://thediplomat.com/2020/05/covid-19-is-no-excuse-to-abandon-basic-principles-protecting-refugees-and-asylum-seekers/
https://thediplomat.com/2020/05/covid-19-is-no-excuse-to-abandon-basic-principles-protecting-refugees-and-asylum-seekers/
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medical facilities, hospitals, nursing services, are in high demand. In this emergency, providing such 

services to the people who are not even citizens of their state is very difficult, as, for the cause of 

humanity, it is quite exorbitant. The condition of refugees is so pitiful and they are discriminated in this 

situation. They aren’t able to move with freedom for the search of asylum, as borders are constrained. 

The condition is severely bad and they don’t even have the resources to feed themselves. There was 

total lockdown in each and every state; they aren’t able to enjoy their basic rights like food & water. 

They are restricted to borders and ports. 

It is high time, that international communities and first world countries should give cognizance to the 

basic human rights of refugees through and after this pandemic. In situations like these, the role and 

importance of the work of the international communities play a vital role. The First World countries 

should come forward and aid the international communities and countries with resources in excess apart 

from the regular aid provided to them. 

Currently, the Government, of each country has a lot on its plate, and it’s time for the Private Partners of 

the UNHCR like the IKEA Foundation, SONY, Vodafone Foundation, Microsoft, Educate a Child and 

many more to come up with more and more donations as well as volunteers working on coordination 

between the international communities and governments. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

 

The world is suffering from the pandemic COVID-19 as we are all aware. It has been months the world 

has slept peacefully, that is, in harmony. We have come to realize that a certain virus can put an end to 

all our joy and dig the earth's grave. One thing that must be noted is that, at least now we have come to 

know the rank of humans in nature's mark list. It really is desperate. We are the "humans''. The Virus 

has started off as the sole enemy of the humans, today. We cannot move away or rather die by 

surrendering and by just bowing our heads to the Corona. The time has come to rise and we must try 

hard to rise and definitely we will. 

The major problem or hindrance while trying to survive is that all the groups of people may not be able 

to hold hands with others on their way to a healthy lifestyle. Those are the challenges that we face on 

our way forward. We already know the problems that the children all over the world had to face till 

now, but now the problems have increased to another level which they faced before the arrival of the 

corona virus to our society, to our country, to our earth, to our world. We also know that only human 

beings can find a solution to this problem. But the actual question is that, are we really doing so? Are we 

trying hard to get rid of this virus?  

It will be disappointing to understand that still many people are not following the COVID Protocol even 

though it is just a piece of cake for them. There is also another side to this issue. That is the people who 
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cannot afford to live in healthy conditions. Children living in the streets can be mentioned as the first 

category in the earlier mentioned. The homeless children or the children living the streets are unable to 

carry on a healthy routine even if they want to or even if they desire to do so. The children are facing or 

undergoing tremendous stress in the lockdown period as they get worried about their health and their 

ability to survive. It is sad when we understand that along with these hindrances in their lives, many 

other people are forcing preposterous issues into the lives of those young angels. It has been reported 

that the parents are forcing children into marriages, mainly in the north eastern part of India. The family 

of those children is actually taking the lockdown period as an advantage as it will be difficult for the 

government to reach out to the social evils while facing a great threat to the human race in the form of 

coronavirus.  

As the economy is going down the homeless children are being forced by their priority or need or the 

only way to keep hunger way, to work hard forgetting the social distancing and the COVID Protocols. 

We are not to blame the children as they are helpless in their situation. Even they are forcing themselves 

to keep their body healthy even though it is an irony in this situation. 

 

Impact On Children 

It is really sad to come across the cases on sexual abuse even during the lockdown period. In Assam 

over two hundred child rights violation cases can be counted and it was reported that there hasn't been 

any fall in the child abuse cases in the lockdown period. Out of two hundred child rights violation cases, 

a Hundred and thirteen cases are noted to be child abuse cases. Thirteen to be on child labor, three on 

abduction and forty-seven cases on child marriage. It is shocking to understand the way the adult 

citizens are paving way for the development of the country. The social evils which were fought against 

in the British Period is strengthening its roots whenever a change occurs. 

The child labor increased due to the economic and social implications associated with the lockdown. 

The Child Protection Commissions have increased the radius of their duty by organizing webinars and 

other seminars online maintaining the "social distancing", as to identify and to intervene in the 

challenges faced by the children in the sea of high tides at this time. It has been reported that thousands 

have called the child helplines daily as they are worried about their health and their future on this planet. 

Many are going to sleep with a hungry stomach without even a roof over their cute innocent heads, 
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without even understanding how to distance themselves from others. In India coronavirus has had a 

negative impact on around forty million children. These children include the ragpickers in streets and 

farms, the children working in the fields and rural areas, the children selling pens and balloons and other 

small items or gadgets at the traffic lights when the signal turns red. 

Issues in India and Abroad 

Where can these children go during the period of lockdown? All they have are the streets. Delhi has 

more than seventy thousand children living in the streets alone. The authorities are trying to share videos 

about the health of the children and about various methods to keep themselves safe. The pupils who can 

afford phones or at least a group of children who can take care of the electronic gadgets were made 

aware of the health issues through videos via TikTok before the impose of the ban. The innocent minds 

are worried about their parents losing their jobs and are clueless to find a way to pay their rents during 

this cursed period. Even Though many kind hearts have offered them food, that is simply not enough to 

satisfy the hunger of all those poor children. This situation has made it difficult for them to collect water 

and firewood from distant places. Delhi Commission has been trying hard to provide these children with 

food. It is a cheek wetting situation when we hear they call the Covid quarantine is just for rich people 

who can satisfy their needs by sitting at their homes. There are children who are difficult to reach as 

they live far from the city, that is, in the outskirts. The hunger is not the only problem, the mental stress, 

the anxiety is the major problem. During the first seven days of the lockdown, the Childline India 

Foundation's number-1098, received about three lakh calls. Those calls called out the pain of hunger and 

expressed their fears and enquired the symptoms of the disease out of their genuine anxiety. 

Studies showed that one hundred and fifty-two million children were engaged in child labor and out of 

that seventy-two million children were engaged in hazardous works. Also, the families which earn low 

incomes have omitted or delayed the routine vaccinations for children as they are worried about the 

exposure to COVID-19 in the hospitals. As already mentioned many children earned their living through 

rag picking. A boy named Nankesh carried on his livelihood in South Delhi's Nizamuddin area, where 

the people from the railway station fed his hunger with plastic bottles, food wrappers and other rags59. 

                                                
59Dharvi Vaid, How Corona virus is affecting under privileged children in India (10.07.2020), https://www.dw.com/en/how-

coronavirus-is-affecting-underprivileged-children-in-india/a-54125032  

 

https://www.dw.com/en/how-coronavirus-is-affecting-underprivileged-children-in-india/a-54125032
https://www.dw.com/en/how-coronavirus-is-affecting-underprivileged-children-in-india/a-54125032
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But now the real difficulty is that they don't have legal existence that entitles them to access basic 

services provided by the authorities. Some children were discriminated, during the food distribution too 

because of their appearance. That is, many wore unwashed clothes and they never cleaned themselves. 

So, they were made to stand at the end of the queue. 

The social distancing among the children in the streets is actually a utopian rule or criteria. It is difficult 

for the government too to spread its root veins to the children living all over in Indian streets. The 

government may not be able to provide services beyond its scientific capacity. Then the only question is 

that, how can the street children and homeless youth be protected? Their living conditions are not 

hygiene. Many children are having lung diseases such as asthma and pneumonia and due to this reason, 

the children suffering asthma are hospitalized more compared to other youth. Due to their poverty, they 

are unable to get food items to feed themselves. Therefore, this has led to malnutrition among the 

children, mainly living in the streets. The malnutrition results in a weak immune system making their 

body an easier target for the corona virus to enter. 

In Uganda lockdown caused panic and they were mentally disturbed as the children worked their live' 

work by moving about two hundred kilometers away from their home60. In Karnataka, children are 

concerned about their uncertain future based on their security. The legal identity documents act as a 

barrier to the health services which they could receive from the government. Also, other underprivileged 

children, whose parents cannot afford to buy mobile phones, television or the internet are worried about 

their future and how can they continue their studies? That is another category of children who are under 

stress to secure their future even though they are having a roof over their head. 

What has to be done? 

We all know that each and every individual has a right to remain healthy. According to Article 12 of the 

International Covenant on the Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), everyone has got a right 

to go with and enjoy the highest attainable health standard. Also, Article 24 of the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child explains that every child has the right to enjoy the highest attainable health standard 

                                                
60  CSC Staff, COVID-19 and Street-connected children's rights: The right to highest attainable standard of health 

(30.04.2020), https://www.streetchildren.org/news-and-updates/covid-19-and-streetconnected-childrens-rights-3/  

 

 

https://www.streetchildren.org/news-and-updates/covid-19-and-streetconnected-childrens-rights-3/
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and also the children have the right to get proper treatment for their illness as to be healthy, as any other 

individual.  

That means, nobody has got a right to take away the right of a child or any other individual, in the 

matters concerned about the health of any individual2. Whether the children are street-connected or not 

is not even a matter and it never should be. The well-being does not only mean the absence of some kind 

of illness, but also projects the importance of being healthy both mentally and physically as the COVID-

19 lockdown days can give those innocent minds a lot of stress. Therefore, it is necessary to understand 

the importance of food habits and other hygiene measures especially during the period of lockdown as 

to protect and improve health. Only with these procedures one can attain the highest attainable health 

standard. Every street connected child or homeless child has the right to enjoy the same opportunities to 

be healthy as any other child in the country or the world.  

 

The government must make the health services possible to that extent during the period of the pandemic 

which is making all the children worldwide suffer. The children require safe drinking water as well as 

food and a secure roof above their heads, which is situated in a healthy peaceful environment in which 

the harmony floats in the air. Therefore, concerning the health of the children, there are many factors 

that encourage the health the children. Nutritious food and water, hospitals, doctors, and other necessary 

medical services but sometimes even though all the necessary health cares can be given in hospitals, the 

hospital might be far from the place in which the patient is living61. That is, talking about children, the 

children or child in need of health care might be living in a place distant from town or city. This acts as 

a hindrance in attaining health services even though the health services have been set up by the 

government. Also, education regarding health is also necessary as the poverty-stricken families do not 

give importance to basic health care to their children and this problem increases even more during the 

period of lockdown. Due to this families try not to spend the only pennies they have on doctors and 

sanitary products. There is also another matter that even if the health services are provided, they might 

                                                
61    CSC Staff, COVID-19 and Street-connected children's rights: The right to highest attainable standard of health 

(30.04.2020), https://www.streetchildren.org/news-and-updates/covid-19-and-streetconnected-childrens-rights-3/  
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not be reached to the needy in a proper way. That is, hospital systems with unclean water. From this we 

can understand that health care must be given in a child-friendly manner. 

 

As to provide health care and services to the pandemic affected patients, government actually suspends 

other not-so-important health services as to concentrate on the pandemic COVID-19 even though that 

suspends the right to remain healthy of the other category, those services must be limited for sometime 

to take care of the greater trouble. Therefore, in order to take perfect decisions or better decisions, 

government must respect the views of children and must include them as specified by the UN 

Committee on Rights of Child, to involve children in the health policy through feedback mechanisms. 

 

United Nations Committee on Rights of Child made sure that basic necessities are often available to all 

the children, especially, to the children belonging to underserved groups62 . They have focused on 

removing the hindrances which disable the children from getting the basic requirements in the form of 

identity proof, in case of children who are homeless and Street-connected. United Nations Office of 

High Commissioner for Human Rights COVID-19 has made it clear to all the governments to ensure 

that no one denied their timely health care as if denied, it will be the greatest suffering that they would 

be facing during the period of the pandemic. United Nations Committee on Rights of Child has given 

information to safeguard the health of the children worldwide and also to provide them with education 

on the necessities during the period of lockdown due to the pandemic COVID-19. The knowledge on 

health care is given to children on the basis of their age groups as to increase the awareness among 

children during this period and to make them understand the measures to protect themselves and others. 

                 

                                                
62   CSC Staff, COVID-19 and Street-connected children's rights: The right to highest attainable standard of 

health(30.04.2020), https://www.streetchildren.org/news-and-updates/covid-19-and-streetconnected-childrens-rights-3/   

 

https://www.streetchildren.org/news-and-updates/covid-19-and-streetconnected-childrens-rights-3/
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CONCLUSION 

What we need to understand is that the right to health has positive as well as negative effects of positive 

and negative duties for the government. According to the negative duties, the government cannot 

tolerate the activities of a person denying the rights of a child and the positive duty which the 

government must fulfill is that the concept of right to health must be made a reality. 

The government gives or must give special attention to marginalized group to remove the hindrance in 

their physical as well as mental health and must encourage health care. The collaboration of the 

appropriate government and NGOs are required to understand and fulfill the needs of the children in 

general. 

So we have come to an understanding that the only way to protect the future of the world and our 

country is by safeguarding the rights of the children through protecting their health and by not 

weakening their education. The government must take immediate action against all those who are 

making the children suffer thinking they have won a war against the future of the world. Also, we must 

consider that it is important to safeguard their interests. Otherwise, our society will fall into a depth 

which will cause difficulty to rebuild all the values that had been taught to us by great personalities. The 

idea of the rights and even the effort behind our own constitution will go to drain. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's 

life's message will get wasted if we don't pick ourselves to fight to protect the rights of the people and 

especially the children during this period of the pandemic. 
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Abstract 

Given that the COVID-19 emergencies influence people in various manners, measures to determine it 

must consider. For ladies and young women, weaknesses in the home, on the cutting edges of human 

services, and in the work advertise must be tended to. The pandemic can't be a reason to neglect ladies' 

conceptive rights. Wellbeing India's lockdown to straighten the COVID-19 bend has been trailed by 

reports of expanding aggressive behavior at home, reflecting the worldwide pattern and which UN 

Women has called a shadow pandemic. “Access to equity for certain ladies involves life and demise 

access to equity for ladies in a worldwide pandemic can't be required to be postponed. Ideally legal 

authorities will be perceptive of ladies' needs and take additional measures to address the related 

difficulties.” 
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Introduction 

The pandemic experiences released a volley of difficulties on the world. In any case, while its effect on 

individuals, organizations and enterprises has been stayed upon in detail, one issue that appears to have 

gotten lost in an outright flood is its effect on ladies. From abusive behavior at home maltreatment and 

mental worry to budgetary precariousness and absence of access to human services, the infection has 

managed a serious hit to ladies everything being equal and over the nations.  

In spite of where one looks, it is women who bear most of the obligation with respect to holding social 

requests together, be it at home, in therapeutic administrations, at school, or in considering the more 

seasoned. Family stress can improve the probability of private accomplice viciousness. As individuals 

remain at home, families invest more energy in close contact, remembering for squeezed conditions. At 

the same time, the interruption of occupations and the capacity to acquire a living lessens admittance to 

essential needs and administrations, causing extra pressure. Culprits of accomplice savagery may 

likewise limit admittance to cash or wellbeing related things. The interruption of social and defensive 

systems may additionally compound close accomplice brutality and its results. Ladies may have less 

contact with loved ones who offer help and assurance from viciousness by an accomplice. Culprits may 

additionally limit admittance to administrations, help, and psychosocial uphold from formal and casual 

systems. As wellbeing and other help administrations, including sexual and regenerative wellbeing 

administrations, are downsized, ladies exposed to viciousness may have less open door for getting 

backing and referrals from the wellbeing division. Other fundamental help administrations, for example, 

hotlines, emergency focuses, covers, legitimate guide, and assurance and advising administrations may 

likewise be downsized, further lessening admittance to help for ladies in damaging connections. In 

various countries, women play out these endeavors without pay. In any case, regardless, when the work 

is finished by specialists, those purposes for living will all in all be controlled by women, and they will 

all in all pay not actually male directed reasons for living.  

An essential piece of understanding a social issue, and a forerunner to forestalling it, is a comprehension 

of what causes it. Exploration on the reasons for savagery against ladies has comprised of two lines of 

request: assessment of the attributes that impact the conduct of wrongdoers and thought of whether a 

few ladies have an increased weakness to exploitation. Examination has looked for causal elements at 

different degrees of investigation, including individual, dyadic, institutional, and social. Investigations 

of culpable and exploitation remain adroitly unmistakable aside from in sociocultural examination in 
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which joint thought is regularly given to two correlative cycles: those that impact men to be forceful and 

channel their appearances of brutality toward ladies and those that position ladies for receipt of savagery 

and work to quietness them subsequently. 

The COVID-19 crises have thrown these sexual direction-based complexities into considerably more 

sharp assistance. Regional frameworks, multilateral affiliations, and worldwide budgetary 

establishments must see that women will expect a fundamental activity in settling the crisis, and that 

measures to address the pandemic and its money related consequence should consolidate a sexual 

direction perspective.  

What makes the situation more troubling is that lone a minority of governments gather and offer 

amassed sex and sexual orientation information during an irresistible ailment. Investigation is frequently 

directed a lot later and with inadequate data. Reality, nonetheless, remains that underneath the outside of 

the current pandemic hides a worldwide human rights emergency for ladies.63 

This research paper tends to give suggestions to curb violence against women during COVID-19. 

 

Human rights of females and their guidelines64. 

 

i. The Right To Live Free Of Gender-Based Violence, Torture, And Other 

Abuses:  

In the midst of crisis, dangers of savagery to ladies and young ladies’ increment. As UN Women has 

noted, brutality against ladies is "the most far reaching human rights infringement on the planet." The 

World Health Organization has portrayed it as "a worldwide general medical issue of scourge extents." 

Staying home decreases the danger of getting COVID-19. Be that as it may, for thousands and ladies 

and young ladies, remaining at home doesn't mean more noteworthy wellbeing, but instead more serious 

                                                
63Shriya Roy, “The hidden crisis: Beneath the surface of Covid lurks a human rights crisis for women, FINANCIAL 

EXPRESS (August 9, 2020, 3:00 AM)”, https://www.financialexpress.com/lifestyle/the-hidden-crisis-beneath-the-surface-of-
covid-lurks-a-human-rights-crisis-for-women/2049161/ 
64Guidelines for protecting the rights of women and girls during the COVID-19 pandemic, AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL 

https://www.womenslinkworldwide.org/en/files/3112/guide-for-protecting-women-s-and-girls-rights-during-covid-19-

pandemic.pdf 
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danger of brutality, including sexual savagery, when they are segregated with their victimizers or 

possible victimizers. This circumstance is especially disturbing for young ladies.  

Latin America is the main district on the planet where youngster pregnancy is expanding. This is 

because of high paces of sexual savagery, especially by young ladies' relatives or others near them, and 

absence of access to regenerative wellbeing administrations, for example, oral crisis contraception and 

lawful fetus removal; a circumstance that is exacerbated by measures, for example, curfews and by the 

overpowered social insurance framework. During the emergency, as law requirement organizations and 

the military uphold isolates and curfews all through the district, there is a differential hazard for ladies 

who face various types of segregation, who will in general be focused on more as often as possible for 

maltreatment by state specialists, including sex based torment and different types of physical, mental, 

and sexual viciousness. In that capacity, during the COVID-19 emergency, tending to the dangers of 

brutality looked by ladies and young ladies related with segregation measures, highly sensitive 

situations, travel limitations, and other reaction estimates must be organized.  

States should accordingly guarantee that defensive instruments for ladies and young lady casualties of 

viciousness stay open while travel limitations and isolate orders are as a result. This ought to incorporate 

estimates, for example, the accompanying: Judicial specialists should think about broadening defensive 

measures, for example, limiting requests, intended to ensure ladies casualties of abusive behavior at 

home and their kids or other relatives, without requirement for a conventional solicitation or different 

necessities. Equipped national and nearby specialists ought to guarantee that havens stay open as well as 

extra offices (open offices or private offices open to the general population) are made accessible for 

ladies and young ladies who must leave their homes while isolate orders are in actuality so as to look for 

security from their attackers; virtual or potentially phone advising administrations ought to be given, and 

proper measures ought to be taken to guarantee protection for ladies and young ladies.  

Administrations permitting ladies and young ladies to report viciousness and get help ought to stay 

open, and any administrations and lines set up to give help during the pandemic ought to incorporate 

measures taking into consideration the powerful revealing of instances of abusive behavior at home, 

vanishings, danger of feminicide, and comparative occurrences. Specialists ought to receive the vital 

measures to permit search conventions to be done when ladies or young ladies are accounted for missing 

while isolate orders are as a result. The specialists ought to guarantee that a quick, fair-minded 

examination is done when there are sensible grounds to accept that law authorization officials or fighters 
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have submitted demonstrations of sexual savagery, torment, or other sex-based brutality. Claimed 

culprits ought to be arraigned as per universal procedural principles. Travel limitations ought to 

incorporate special cases for ladies’ casualties of brutality who need to look for help outside the home or 

who escape circumstances of viciousness or misuse.  

Law authorization organizations ought to be coordinated to consider these circumstances so as to 

forestall revictimization or arraignment of casualties. States ought to fortify endeavors to adequately 

recognize survivors of dealing with individuals. Help for ladies and young lady survivors of sex 

viciousness, including sexual brutality, ought to be viewed as a fundamental assistance during isolate. 

Open educational crusades on help estimates accessible during the pandemic should proceed and ought 

to remember data for administrations for ladies and young lady survivors of brutality that they can 

access during isolate. With the goal for this to work, viable interchanges channels ought to be utilized, 

considering the social removing measures set up. 

ii. Access To Sexual And Reproductive Health Services:  

 

Rights to social insurance and to access to wellbeing administrations are basic rights ensured under 

various territorial and universal human rights instruments, which build up the privilege of all people to 

appreciate the most noteworthy conceivable degree of physical and emotional well-being, including 

sexual and re. Infringement of the rights to life, wellbeing and especially the sexual and regenerative 

wellbeing privileges of ladies, remembering ladies for circumstances of elevated weakness because of 

conditions, for example, helpful or wellbeing emergencies, are types of sex brutality that may comprise 

torment or barbarous, cruel, or corrupting treatment. Inability to give these fundamental administrations 

is a type of victimization ladies and young ladies since it puts their lives, wellbeing, and physical and 

mental respectability in danger.  

States in this manner have an extraordinary commitment to guarantee access to these human services 

administrations as per standards of nobility, uniformity, and non-separation, especially considering the 

scope of weakness or hazard circumstances ladies and young ladies may confront while isolate and 

confinement measures are in actuality. States ought to consequently guarantee accessibility of and 

access to sexual and conceptive wellbeing administrations as fundamental administrations and 

remember them for endeavors to organize help for explicit gatherings during the COVID-19 emergency 
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reaction, as follows: Care for pregnant and breastfeeding lady’s ought to be organized. States ought to 

follow WHO rules on access to social insurance for pregnant and breastfeeding ladies. Deliberate end of 

pregnancy administrations, pre-birth care, and baby blues care ought to be viewed as fundamental 

administrations during isolate, and any alternate courses of action received should consider. These 

administrations ought to be absolved from make a trip limitation so as to guarantee get to. States should 

bolster specialist co-ops’ capacity to travel and proceed with their work, specifically by conceding the 

important authorizations to travel to clinical suppliers, philanthropic gatherings, and collaboration 

associations during seasons of isolate and separation.  

At the point when travel limitations are set up, States ought to embrace measures to encourage access to 

willful end of pregnancy administrations utilizing prescription and tele-wellbeing instruments. They 

should likewise assign post-premature birth care as a fundamental help during seasons of isolate and 

disconnection. Given that delays in willful end of pregnancy administrations might be envisioned, states 

whose fetus removal laws depend on a gestational cutoff points model ought to consider expanding 

adaptability in those time limits, paying little mind to the explanation behind the end. Measures ought to 

be taken to underscore care in domains and locales that have generally had more prominent boundaries 

to access to these administrations.  

Neighborhood specialists ought to energize usage of these measures, with the help of national 

specialists. Crisis obstetric consideration ought to be organized during the emergency. Medicinal 

services administrations ought to be ensured for ladies and young lady survivors of sexual brutality 

during the emergency, remembering powerful utilization of conventions or rules for impact in every 

nation and as per States' human rights commitments. States ought to think about any effect on flexibly 

and circulation chains for family arranging strategies and receive measures to limit this effect. States 

ought to maintain the privilege to dynamic straightforwardness with an intersectional approach by 

proceeding to guarantee the dispersal, distribution, and free to data on sexual and regenerative wellbeing 

administrations during the pandemic and any uncommon estimates taken to guarantee access during the 

emergency. 

 

iii. Access To Justice: 
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Elevated levels of exemption are among the best difficulties to access to equity for ladies and young 

lady casualties of savagery in the area. States have a unique commitment to guarantee due constancy in 

the examination and discipline of all instances of sexual orientation brutality. The Inter-American 

System for the assurance of human rights has discovered that legal ineffectualness in these cases 

supports exemption, sustains sex viciousness, and makes an impression on society that savagery against 

ladies might be endured and acknowledged. The commitment to guarantee access to equity for ladies’ 

casualties of viciousness ought to be carefully seen in emergency courses of action for the COVID-19 

emergency. The accompanying moves ought to be made: The limit of government organizations to get 

and process grievances ought to be expanded through selection of the extraordinary estimates important 

to guarantee proceeded with accessibility of legal entertainers. Help and bolster administrations for 

ladies and young ladies' survivors of savagery ought to be viewed as basic during isolate, and nearby 

and national specialists should find a way to guarantee their proceeded with accessibility.  

Casualties of brutality ought to approach adaptable methods for submitting questions and looking for 

assurances, for example, by electronic methods, phone, or other elective methods, considering the 

movement limitations as a result. Security powers and law authorization ought to organize reacting to 

and following up on objections of savagery against ladies and young ladies as they play out their 

obligations during the emergency. Any expansion of legal time cutoff points should consider the 

commitment to guarantee access to equity for ladies and young ladies' survivors of viciousness inside a 

sensible time and immediately. Exceptional systems ought to be set up to guarantee appropriate 

assortment of measurable proof in instances of physical, sexual, or potentially mental brutality for use in 

court procedures. Satisfactory records ought to be kept of grumblings of sexual orientation viciousness 

made during the emergency and follow-up instruments ought to be set up to help casualties and start 

fitting lawful activities. 

 

iv. Women And Girls, Migration, And Human Mobility: 

In a joint explanation, UNHCR and IOM said that the privileges of transients, evacuees, dislodged 

people, and people in danger of being stateless must be secured with regards to the pandemic reaction, 

and that even as outskirts are being shut, the guideline of non-refoulement should at present be watched. 

Local human rights associations, as well, have focused on the significance of securing the life and 

strength of transients and displaced people with regards to the COVID-19 emergency considering the 
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outrageous effect brought about by state reactions in the Americas, including fringe closings and 

different measures legitimately influencing these gatherings. In that capacity, the measures set up to 

react to COVID-19 must not be a snag to demands for worldwide security or lead to the expulsion the 

chance of getting to such asks for; nor can general wellbeing concerns legitimize "the deliberate 

utilization of migration confinement against people or gatherings of shelter searchers or evacuees."  

UN specialists have approached States to take earnest measures to ensure travelers and dealt with people 

their COVID-19 reaction plans. The previously mentioned measures ought to apply to transient and 

exile ladies and young ladies, and all the more extensively, to ladies and young ladies in development in 

the nations of the district, paying little mind to their migration status. Outskirt closings will expand the 

utilization of undercover fringe intersections, setting ladies and young ladies at more serious danger of 

savagery, misuse, and dealing with people, especially dealing for the motivations behind sexual abuse. 

States ought to accordingly embrace gauges that consider the differential effect of the emergency on 

ladies and young ladies in development, including the accompanying: Put set up clear assistance 

conveyance components for transients and remember access to human services and counteraction 

frameworks for pandemic alternate courses of action, paying little heed to their transitory status. 

Guarantee access to fundamental social insurance administrations, including sexual and regenerative 

wellbeing administrations, for ladies and young lady transients, as per the above rules. States should 

expand limits and reinforce the execution of conventions for recognizable proof and help for casualties 

of dealing with people, especially in places where outskirts are shut or movement is confined with 

regards to the emergency. Migration specialists ought to consider consequently expanding time limits 

for movement procedures, evacuee applications, and authorizations to travel or other fitting measures to 

give traveler ladies and young ladies full access to wellbeing administrations and social advantages 

which are accessible to the remainder of the populace during the pandemic, in accordance with current 

universal guidelines.  

Given that the area has critical human versatility and compassionate emergencies identified with 

constrained relocations, States should set up clear rules to guarantee that helpful guide gatherings may 

keep on playing out their work, especially those helping casualties of sex brutality or giving 

fundamental sexual and regenerative wellbeing administrations, with regards to pandemic reaction 

endeavors. Nearby specialists should aid these endeavors, including by giving the essential licenses for 

medicinal services staff so they can go in wellbeing. States that confine travelers and haven searchers in 

an oppressive way dependent on their migration status, setting them at more serious danger of COVID-
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19 disease, should discharge them quickly and watch the guideline of utilizing detainment just in 

outstanding conditions. They ought to guarantee that transients approach lifesaving clinical help without 

separation. 

 

Challenges faced by the women during COVID-19 

A. Domestic violence: 

As per the Crime in India Report 2018, distributed by the “National Crime Research Bureau (NCRB)”, a 

wrongdoing is recorded against ladies in India each 1.7 minutes and a lady is exposed to aggressive 

behavior at home each 4.4 minutes. It additionally bested the classes of savagery against ladies as 

indicated by the report. According to the information, 89,097 bodies of evidence identified with 

violations against ladies were enrolled across India in 2018, higher than the 86,001 cases enlisted in 

2017.  

“The National Family Health Survey (NFHS-4), 2015-16” featured that 30 percent of ladies in India 

between the ages of 15-49 have encountered physical viciousness. The report recommends that among 

wedded ladies encountering physical, sexual, or psychological mistreatment, a disturbing 83 percent list 

their spouses as the primary culprits, trailed by maltreatment from their husbands' moms (56 percent), 

fathers (33 percent), and kin (27 percent). 65 

These measurements don't catch the information on brutality against ladies completely. This is 

essentially because of the pervasiveness of standard accepted practices and the shame that is put on 

overcomers of sexual or abusive behavior at home, bringing about cases being terribly underreported. 

Ladies additionally feel perilous while moving toward the police, since they stress that if their 

accomplices are captured, they may confront more awful maltreatment once they are discharged, and in 

the meantime, may confront provocation from their parents in law or others. 

Inside a couple of days of the lockdown in India, the “National Commission of Women (NCW)” noticed 

an ascent in the quantity of abusive behavior at home objections got by means of email. The NCW 

administrator accepts that the genuine figure is probably going to be higher, since the main part of 

                                                
65Arjun Kumar, Balawant Singh Meheta, Simi Meheta, “The link between lockdown, COVID-19, and domestic violence, 

(April 17, 2020)”, https://idronline.org/the-link-between-lockdown-covid-19-and-domestic-violence/ 
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objections originate from ladies who send their grievances by post, and probably won't have the option 

to utilize the web. Between the start of March and April fifth, the NCW got 310 complaints of abusive 

behavior at home and 885 protests for different types of savagery against ladies, a large number of 

which are local in nature, for example, plural marriage, polygamy, settlement passing, and provocation 

for share.  

The quantity of cases announced are no doubt not corresponding to the genuine ascent in abusive 

behavior at home. This is on the grounds that individuals secured with their victimizers will be unable to 

gain admittance to a cell phone, nor the reality to call for help. Most roads to look for help or to truly 

expel themselves from their circumstances are debilitated.  

Being caught in a space with vicious or manipulative people could prompt expanded rates and power of 

dangers, physical, sexual, and mental maltreatment, embarrassment, terrorizing, and controlling 

conduct. The capacity to detach an individual from loved ones, screen their developments, and confine 

access to monetary assets, work openings, training, or clinical consideration is increased by a lockdown. 

These practices frequently effects affect individuals, and can essentially influence psychological well-

being and prosperity. 

Exactly when governments start collecting means to respond to crises, for instance, COVID-19, keeping 

an eye on forceful conduct at home ought to be sorted out. In India, the organization seems to have 

disregarded the need to authoritatively arrange forceful conduct at home and enthusiastic health 

repercussions into the overall prosperity status and emergency response plans against the pandemic.66 

We need a strong the country over campaign to propel care about injurious conduct at home, and 

highlight the various modes through which complaints can be recorded. National news channels, radio 

channels, and online networking stages must be deliberately utilized, like the manner by which the 

administration has sent battles supporting for physical separating and hand washing to battle COVID-

19. 

Residents must be sharpened towards the expanded dangers of aggressive behavior at home, and 

spectators and neighbors ought to be encouraged to intercede on the off chance that they speculate 

                                                
66 COVID-1, “Domestic Abuse and Violence: Where do Indian Women Stand? EPW ENGAGE (April 17, 2020)”, 

https://www.epw.in/engage/article/covid-19-domestic-abuse-and-violence-where-do   
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misuse, utilizing strategies, for example, the hitting into the entryway or ringing the chime. They ought 

to likewise be given the advantage of secrecy in the event that they decide to report a case.  

At the point when individuals can't document objections through messages, post, or calls, basic 

administrations, for example, emergency clinics, supermarkets, and clinical stores must be asked to 

assist individuals with getting important help and send their messages to the specialists if necessary. In 

France and Spain, drug stores are being prepared to recognize individuals confronting maltreatment 

through codewords: requesting 'veil 19' is being utilized as a code for individuals who can't talk 

transparently, to demonstrate that they are being mishandled and are looking for help.  

Common society associations are basic to giving help. Several philanthropies are attempting to 

empower access to clinical help, lawful guide, advising, 24×7 haven needs, etc. In this manner, in its 

endeavors to battle COVID-19, the legislature must permit common society associations, guides, 

emotional wellness associations, and other specialist co-ops to go to the guide of individuals confronting 

abusive behavior at home. Connecting with individuals confronting abusive behavior at home and in 

trouble should be named a ‘fundamental assistance’ by the administration. 

 

 

B. Reproductive rights violation: 

The COVID-19 pandemic and exacting lockdown in India have influenced regenerative administrations, 

for example, maternal wellbeing, family arranging, and fetus removal benefits unfavorably. While 

clinical offices and retail scientific experts were absolved from the lockdown, the controls on 

development, just as upgraded dread of contamination among patients and wellbeing suppliers, brought 

about low accessibility of administrations. In this way, while the Government of India regarded 

“RMNCAH+N (Reproductive, Maternal, Newborn, Child, Adolescent Health and Nutrition)” 

administrations as fundamental in mid-April, access and accessibility proceeded, and proceeds, to be a 

major test.67 

                                                
67 Renuka Motihar, “The impact of COVID-19 on reproductive health services, IDR, (June 25, 2020)”, 

https://idronline.org/the-impact-of-covid-19-on-reproductive-health-

services/#:~:text=The%20COVID%2D19%20pandemic%20and,planning%2C%20and%20abortion%20services%20adversel

y.&text=The%20factors%20affecting%20the%20use,supply%20and%20the%20demand%20sides. 
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The components influencing the utilization of basic wellbeing administrations are on both the flexibly 

and the interest sides. On the gracefully side, there are worries of dread of presentation, deficient PPE, 

staff being tainted or under isolate, redeployment and lack of prepared staff, overstretched wellbeing 

foundation and work force, and absence of beds. There are paper reports of wellbeing offices being 

overpowered by enormous quantities of COVID-19 patients requiring the executives and treatment, 

particularly in the hotspots. On the interest side, there is an absence of data on the status of accessible 

administrations, just as expanded feelings of dread and worries of being uncovered, exacerbated by the 

way that RMNCH offices are not remain solitary (as they are normally accessible in medical clinics). 

This circumstance has prompted an overall inclination that increases made in the nation to address 

preventable maternal, infant, and kid mortality and bleakness over the most recent two decades will be 

turned around by COVID-19. As indicated by gauges by wellbeing specialists, a great many couples 

have lost access to family arranging administrations, and there is an expectation of an expansion in 

unintended pregnancies, labors, and maternal deaths. 

 

C. Rapes during COVID-19: 

The cases of sexual offences have increased during the pandemic. There are many cases that have arisen 

like for example, a 33-year-old-man was held accused of raping and torturing a 12-year-old girl in her 

house in Delhi.  

There are many cases of rapes at the COVID-19 centers. A 15-year-old girl was raped by two persons at 

the COVID-19 center at South Delhi.68 A 14-year-old young lady in a Covid-19 isolate focus in India's 

capital Delhi was purportedly explicitly attacked by another patient inside the office.69 A 28-year-old 

women was raped twice by the doctor in a Covid-19 center at Aligarh. 

These are some of the cases that are mentioned here. Such horrific things occur as there is lack of 

surveillance and no preventions for the people at the center. There must be some measures followed by 

the staff to prevent such crimes occurring in the center like the surveillance must be strict, there must be 

a proper checkup of every patient and much more. 

                                                
68 BBC News, (August 1, 2020), “https://www.dnaindia.com/delhi/report-two-held-for-raping-minor-inside-covid-19-care-

centre-in-south-delhi-2833784,accesed on 1st August,2020”. 
69Times of India, (August 7, 2020), “https://www.hindustantimes.com/delhi-news/minor-raped-in-covid-care-centre/story-

zMgjZBLGrEqdkgAGmDRLdM.html”, 7th August,2020. 
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The Impact on Women’s Health and Rights 

“The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence ACT (PWDVA or Domestic Violence Act)” was 

established in 2005. Be that as it may, as Flavia Agnes remarked in 2019, "considerably following 10 

years and a large portion of, the affirmations made in the demonstration have not been completed when 

we look at the cases which are documented under this demonstration. "Citing past occurrences through 

her noteworthy involvement in ladies' privileges associations, Agnes contended that while the 

demonstration itself expanded the idea of residential maltreatment to envelop additionally physical yet 

in addition mental, enthusiastic, mental and financial maltreatment and presented space for prompt, 

defensive denials, nearby monetary and social rights including recovery and repayment. As this case 

illustrates, its centrality has ever, innovation will be at the center of our "new typical" and crossing over 

the computerized hole will expand young lady's and ladies' odds of getting to instruction and 

occupations.  

Abuse of women, and domestic violence in particular, is a social evil which holds women vulnerable 

and disenfranchised. That used data from the National Family Health Survey-4 (2015-16), Srinivas Goli, 

MD Juel Rana and Jitendra Gouda researched the impact intimate partner abuse could have on the 

health and very well-being of women. Researchers identified domestic violence to be disturbingly 

prevalent in Indian society, whereby women have little prospects of resolving their situations since, 

unlike other developed countries, women rarely are likely to access assistance and therapy, leading to 

substantial obstetric problems and adverse outcomes of pregnancy. 

Violence as a health determinant is a slightly less debated topic, even though it has a major effect on 

morbidity and mortality worldwide. The achievement of health's sustainable development goals (SDGs) 

will challenges in the near future until all forms of abuse, particularly toward women, are eradicated. In 

obvious sense, all types of brutality are interrelated and influence ladies, even before their introduction 

to the world and until their passing. 
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Conclusion 

Policymakers need to fuse a sexual orientation investigation into the advancement of COVID-19 

approaches and as the pandemic unfurls, there is dire requirement for sex-disaggregate information to 

completely see how ladies and men are influenced by the infection. Understanding the effect of 

lockdowns on ladies and young ladies could prompt the turn of events and usage of other viable 

arrangement measures. Strategy alternatives to guarantee strategy reactions represent sexual orientation 

coordinating sex sway evaluation cycles and devices in crisis the board. This reconciliation requires a 

well-working arrangement of sex mainstreaming, prepared admittance to sexual orientation dis-totaled 

proof in all divisions, and specialized abilities. Sexual orientation planning can help guarantee that a sex 

point of view is applied to measures remembered for the monetary boost bundle, and permit 

governments to comprehend the aggregate effect of the bundle on sex correspondence destinations. 

Additionally, surveying the gendered parts of limiting interruptions and keeping up flexibly chains for 

fundamental things is probably going to prompt better results for all, mean and ladies.  

Notwithstanding COVID-19 pandemic, sexual and conceptive wellbeing administrations are basic. The 

rights and wellbeing of these ladies must be focal contemplations as governments and different partners 

define their reaction to this general wellbeing emergency. Give fetus removal as a basic wellbeing 

administration: Abortion access is basic safeguard the life and strength of pregnant individuals. 

Measures that sabotage admittance to fetus removal care will constrain individuals to search out 

dangerous premature birth administrations or administrations later in pregnancy, putting their lives and 

wellbeing in danger. Eliminate legitimate and authoritative obstructions to premature birth 

administrations, including to Medical Abortion. Follow the Minimum Initial Services Package for 

Reproductive Health, a universal norm of care that ought to be actualized at the beginning of each crisis, 

including general wellbeing crises. This need set of lifesaving and basic administrations incorporates 

obstetric, pre-birth, and postnatal consideration; preventative data and administrations, including crisis 

contraception; and post fetus removal care and post-assault care. Guarantee convenient admittance to 

contraception, including crisis contraception. Upset flexibly chains and reallocation of wellbeing assets 

during COVID-19 can impact sly affect admittance to contraception. 
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Unqualified money move to lady’s ledger holders are relied upon to improve the budgetary and intra-

family unit status of female recipients under however many plans as would be prudent to guarantee most 

extreme reach. Building a solid political promise to applying a sexual orientation point of view to 

strategy reactions, permitting assertion of financial, social and ecological needs across basic zones 

stressed by the emergency. 

As the lockdowns are facilitated, making open data entryways on work accessibility would support the 

two people coordinate with expected businesses, particularly in urban territories. Like never before, 

innovation will be at the center of our "new ordinary" and crossing over the advanced hole will build 

young ladies' and ladies' odds of getting to instruction and occupations.  

In fact, we are just learning the financial ramifications of this wellbeing emergency as it unfurls. So as 

to address any gendered impacts, one must consider the way that the transient ramifications may vary 

from the long haul. There might be powers working in the two bearings, lessening as opposed to 

expanding sex disparity. Strategy choices to help survivors of sexual orientation based viciousness 

Guaranteeing that administration conveyance for casualties is coordinated across applicable circles –, 

for example, wellbeing, social administrations, instruction, business, and equity – and that casualties 

needs and security are viewed as while moving towards all the more electronically-based methods of 

correspondence during the COVID‑ 19 emergency. Receiving an "entire of-government" and hazard-

based way to deal with end IPV, so all open organizations are occupied with this issue in an intently 

coordinated way, and guaranteeing that ideal admittance to equity stays unblemished or is reinforced 

during this period. Pushing back on social acknowledgment of aggressive behavior at home, to some 

degree by causing to notice how this issue influences ladies in restriction. We should, hence, have 

adaptability strategy apparatuses to address ladies' interests as the impacts of the wellbeing emergency 

develop after some time.  

“Access to equity for certain ladies involves life and demise access to equity for ladies in a worldwide 

pandemic can't be required to be postponed. Ideally legal authorities will be perceptive of ladies' needs 

and take additional measures to address the related difficulties.” 
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PRISONS DURING COVID-19: A PROMINENCE ON THE NCRB 

DATA 

 

Resham Chhabra 

Himachal Pradesh National Law University, Shimla 

ABSTRACT 

This paper attempts to focus on the Statistical information provided by the “Prison Statistics India 

2018, National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India”, with distinct 

emphasis to analyze subjects like overcrowding, gender, rehabilitation of inmates and their deaths and 

illnesses through the records.  

The paper also highlights the current status of this institution amidst the pandemic, the utilization of 

these institutions and the way the inmates were dealt with. 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The project involves secondary research. The use of electronic research has been made to collect 

information and data regarding this theme. Journals, reports, handbooks and other referral material, have 

been principally helpful in giving the project a firm framework. Websites and articles have also been 

referred. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Criminal justice system in its entirety is composed of various elements, with prison administration being 

at its core. Prison institutions are named differently in different countries like “Correctional Facilities, 

Detention Centre, Jails, Remand Centre” etc. The last century has witnessed a paradigm transition in a 

social perspective towards prisoners. Conventional system of prisons which manifested a punitive 

attitude has experienced a total transition in the socio-legal perception towards prison and its inmates. 

The same is now considered as a correctional institution which in itself connotes that there is a wider 

focus on reformation of inmates rather than punishing them.  

Owing to the tremendous increase in prison population in the last few decades, a number of challenges 

have arisen before the prison administration such as hygiene issues, overcrowding, security & safety in 

prison, etc. The Supreme Court of India, in the recent years, has heavily attacked the sub-human 

conditions present in prisons.  

The existing Pandemic has brought to light the overcrowding aspect of the Indian prisons – which has 

already been raised in the prison rights discourse, a plethora of times. Despite the multiple reminders the 

legislature never paid heed to the issue. This upheaval must be catered to urgently. More than 61,000 

Indian prisoners have been released as an emergency response to Covid-19. But many continue to be 

exposed to the infection in overcrowded facilities. 

Another emerging view point, on the contrary is that decongesting prisons just by releasing inmates is 

not the solution to arrest the spread of coronavirus, until the sub-optimal health environment prevalent 

in Indian prisons across the country is addressed. 

This paper contains comprehensive information including statistics, analysis and appraisal, at the 

national level on four such aspects of these institutions: 

I. Overcrowding 

II. Gender 

III. Rehabilitation of Prisoners 

IV. Death and illness of Prisoners 

The statistical information has been extracted from the NCRB report for the year 201870 as this was the 

latest report available and this has only been updated to a very small extent in the following two years. 

 

                                                
70 Prison Statistics India 2018, National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India. 
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I. OVERCROWDING 

In order to deduce the analysis of overcrowding in the prisons, the prison institutions at different tiers 

have to be comprehended in depth. 

Prisons exist at three levels such as “Taluk level, District level and Zonal/Range level” and Jails at these 

levels are called as “Sub Jail, District Jail and Central Jail” respectively. Generally, capacity in terms of 

infrastructure, security, educational and rehabilitation facilities, medical facilities, availability of prison 

staffs & their powers etc. are progressively better from “Sub jail to Central Jail”. 

Prisons and their administration are a State Subject as it is listed in “List II in Schedule VII of the 

Constitution of India”. Prison Establishments in different States/UTs encompass several tiers of jails.  

The statistical data and the comparison among different jails across various states and UTs can be 

understood through the following table and diagrams. 

 

Table 1: Types of Prisons 

Type of 

Prisons 
Description 

Total 

No. 
States/UTs Specific No. of Inmates Occupancy Rate 

   

Highes

t No. 
Lowest No. Male Female Total Male Female Total 

CENTRA

L JAIL 

“Imprisonme

nt for more 

than 2 years” 

144 
Delhi 

(14) 

“Arunachal 

Pradesh, 

Meghalaya, A & N 

Island, D & N 

Haveli, Daman & 

Diu, 

Lakshadweep” (0) 

2,02,547 6,731 
2,09,27

8 
120% 96% 119% 

DISTRICT 

JAIL 

“Have a 

capacity of 

approx. 500 

prisoners & 

serve as main 

jails in the 

state where 

there are no 

central jails” 

404 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

(61) 

“Goa, Chandigarh, 

D & N Haveli, 

Daman & Diu, 

Delhi, 

Lakshadweep, 

Puducherry” (0) 

1,98,408 8,110 
2,06,51

8 
136% 83% 132% 

SUB JAIL 

“Sub jails are 

smaller 

institutions 

situated at a 

sub-

divisional 

level in the 

States.” 

628 

Tamil 

Nadu 

(96) 

“Arunachal 

Pradesh, Goa, 

Haryana, 

Meghalaya, 

Mizoram, 

Nagaland, Sikkim, 

Chandigarh and 

Delhi” (0) 

35,972 803 36,775 88% 18% 81% 
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OPEN 

JAIL 

“Open jails 

are minimum 

security 

prisons” 

77 
Rajasth

an (31) 

“Arunachal 

Pradesh, 

Chhattisgarh, Goa, 

Haryana, Jammu 

& Kashmir, 

Manipur, 

Meghalaya, 

Mizoram, 

Nagaland, Sikkim, 

Tripura & Uttar 

Pradesh and all the 

UTs” (0) 

3,651 126 3,777 65% 105% 66% 

SPECIAL 

JAIL 

“Special jails 

are maximum 

security 

prisons for 

the 

confinement 

of a particular 

class or 

particular 

classes of 

prisoners” 

41 
Kerala 

(16) 

“Assam, Jammu & 

Kashmir, 

Karnataka, 

Maharashtra & 

Rajasthan” (1) 

 

5,639 220 5,859 92% 42% 88% 

WOMEN 

JAIL 

“Women's 

jails are 

prisons that 

exclusively 

house female 

prisoners.” 

24 

Tamil 

Nadu 

(5) 

“Andhra Pradesh, 

Gujarat, 

Karnataka, 

Maharashtra, 

Mizoram, Odisha, 

Punjab, Telangana, 

Uttar Pradesh, 

West Bengal” (1) 

Nil 3,243 3,243 nil 57% 57% 

BORSTAL 

SCHOOL 

“Borstal 

Schools are a 

type of youth 

detention 

centre and are 

used 

exclusively 

for the 

imprisonment 

of minors or 

juveniles” 

19 

Tamil 

Nadu 

(12) 

“Himachal 

Pradesh, 

Jharkhand, Kerala, 

Maharashtra, 

Punjab, Rajasthan, 

Telangana” (1) 

616 9 625 38% 75% 38% 

OTHER 

JAILS 

“Jails that do 

not fall into 

the categories 

discussed 

above, fall 

under the 

category of 

Other Jails” 

2 

Kerala 

& 

Mahara

shtra (1) 

“Rest of India” (0) 9 0 9 
1.70

% 
0 1.70% 

 

Diagram 1 
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ANALYSIS FOR OVERCROWDING 

1. Central Jail 

Diagram 1 clearly depicts an overcrowding in the central jails to a considerable extent. The occupancy 

rate of Central Jail at National level is 119% which depicts overcrowding. Prison population in central 

jails were controllable at the end of the year 2018 in 13 States and 2 UTs as the habitancy rate in these 

States/UTs (Punjab, Bihar, Chandigarh, Mizoram) remained less than 100% whereas 14 States and 1 UT 

have reported more than 100% habitancy rate. Chhattisgarh has reported the highest overcrowding 

(196.1%) followed by Maharashtra (170.7%) and Delhi (159.3%).  

2. District Jail 

It is clearly evident from Diagram 1 that this type of jail reflects overcrowding which is at a rate of 

132.8%. Prison population in District jails were controllable at the end of the year 2018  in merely 10 

States/UTs (Karnataka, West Bengal, Punjab, A & N Islands) as the habitancy rate in these States/UTs 

remained less than 100% whereas 18 States have reported more than 100% habitancy rate (U.P., 

Haryana, Maharashtra, H.P.). 

3. Sub Jail 

Diagram 1 does not depict overcrowding under this category as the occupancy rate is 81.9%. Prison 

population of Sub - jails were controllable at the end of the year 2018 in 12 States and 5 UTs as the 

habitancy rate in these States/UTs (Daman & Diu, Jharkhand, Punjab, Chhattisgarh) remained less than 

Central

Jail

District

Jail

Sub Jail Open Jail Special

Jail

Women

Jail

Borstal

School

Other Jails

175,820
155,490

44,916

5,667 6,594 5,593 1,615 528

209,278 206,518

36,775
3,777 5,859 3,243 625 9

Analysis for Overcrowding

Capacity Actual Number
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100% whereas 9 States have reported more than 100% habitancy rate (Uttarakhand, Assam, Uttar 

Pradesh, Kerala, Gujarat). 

4. Open Jail 

Overcrowding under this category cannot be seen in Diagram 1 as the occupancy rate is 66.6%. 

However, West Bengal (114.6%) have reported the highest overcrowding in open jails, followed by 

Bihar (93.3%). 

5. Special Jail 

Diagram 1 does not depict overcrowding under this category as the occupancy rate is 88.9%. However, 

Kerala (162.9%) has reported the highest overcrowding in Special jails, followed by Jammu & Kashmir 

(131.1%) and West Bengal (117.3%). 

6. Women Jail 

No trace of overcrowding is visible under this category in Diagram 1 as the occupancy rate is 58%. 

However, Maharashtra (159.2%) has reported highest overcrowding in Women jails, followed by West 

Bengal (142%) and Bihar (107.9%). 

7. Borstal School 

This category is nowhere near to overcrowding as the occupancy rate is 38.7% and none of the States/ 

UTs shows overcrowding. The highest number of inmates were lodged in jails of Punjab (284) followed 

by Tamil Nadu (225) and Kerala (59). 

8. Other Jails 

This category too is nowhere near to overcrowding as the occupancy rate is 1.7% and none of the States/ 

UTs shows overcrowding. 

APPRAISAL 

The central and district jails depict an alarming rate of overcrowding. The inmates lodged in sub jails 

and the special jails are currently within the prison capacity but with the rising crime rate the inmates in 

these jails too may cross the maximum capacity. Open jail, women jail, borstal school and other jails 

currently seem nowhere nearing to the issue of overcrowding in prisons. Despite these observations and 

figures mentioned in Table 1 and Diagram 1, overcrowding may vary on day to day and jail to jail 

criteria. 
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II. GENDER 

Gender constitutes such a pedestal in the society that any and every aspect of today’s world reflects a 

trace of gender in it, to an extent that even non-living things are categorized on the basis of gender 

during speech. 

In the context of prisons, Table 1 and Diagram 1 reflect the aspect of gender in this institution. It can 

clearly be deduced that women commit less crimes than men as the prison that is exclusively for 

females, ‘The Women Jail’ is nowhere close to overcrowding and the number is well within its capacity. 

Also, under the number of inmates in other types of prisons, the number of females is not even half of 

those of males.  

The reason for these kinds of numbers can be rooted down to the traditional era when man was known 

as the ‘bread-winner’ of the family and the lady, the ‘home-maker’. It can be implied that the bread-

winner is bound to be harsh and shrewd in this world and the home-maker is bound to be brimming with 

emotions. Thus, it can be interpreted that a woman in most of the cases is bound to commit a crime as a 

result of being over-whelmed by the emotions or out of desperation whereas a man commits a crime out 

of ego, revenge or vengeance.  

This reasoning cannot be considered as ultimate for the lower numbers but can certainly stand as one in 

this context as Lombroso, the pioneer of the positive school of criminology, also advocated that women 

were less inclined to criminality because of constitutional and psychological factors. 

In the aspect of facilities in the prisons, the following sections are stated in the Prisons Act, 1894: 

 “Section 24. Prisoners to be examined on admission. 

(3) In the case of female prisoners, the search and examination shall be carried out by the matron under 

the general or special orders of the Medical Officer.” 

 “Section 27. Separation of prisoners. 

The requisitions of this Act with respect to the separation of prisoners are as follows: —  

(1) in a prison containing female as well as male prisoners, the females shall be imprisoned in 

separate buildings, or separate parts of the same building, in such manner as to prevent their 

seeing, or conversing or holding any intercourse with, the male prisoners.” 

Section 27 is related to the ‘principle of differential association’ given by ‘Edwin Sutherland’ that 

criminal behaviour is learnt and not inherited. 
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These sections go on to show that females are given a special status as compared to men and are an 

important subject of consideration in the prison premises. Also, since Section 27 falls under the head 

‘Discipline of Prisoners’, providing the women with their personal space is an essential aspect in order 

to maintain the discipline of the prison premises. 

 

III. REHABILITATION OF PRISONERS 

The elementary aim of prison administration is the reformation and rehabilitation of offenders. In order 

to meet the same, numerous States/UTs being under direction and superintendence of the Central 

Government have been taking various initiatives in the field of welfare and rehabilitation of prisoners. 

Central Government via “Ministry of Home Affairs” is administering various schemes for improvement 

of prison infrastructure with prominence on hygiene condition and organizing national and international 

conferences on correctional administration for awareness building among prison staff. The “Ministry of 

Home Affairs” has framed “Model Prison Manual (2016)”.  

In the aspect of rehabilitation of prisoners, the following sections are stated in the Prisons Act, 1894: 

 “Section 11. Superintendent.  

(1) Subject to the orders of the Inspector General, the Superintendent shall manage the prison in all 

matters relating to discipline, labour, expenditure, punishment and control.” 

 “Section 15. Report on death of prisoner. 

On the death of any prisoner, the Medical Officer shall forthwith record in a register the following 

particulars, so far as they can be ascertained, namely: — 

(2) the labour, if any, on which he was engaged on that day.” 

 “Section 34. Employment of civil prisoners. 

(1) Civil prisoners may, with the Superintendent’s permission, work and follow any trade or profession. 

(2) Civil prisoners finding their own implements, and not maintained at the expense of the prison, shall 

be allowed to receive the whole of their earnings; but the earnings of such as are furnished with 

implements or are maintained at the expense of the prison shall be subject to a deduction, to be 

determined by the Superintendent, for the use of implements and the cost of maintenance.” 

 “Section 35. Employment of criminal prisoners. 

(1) No criminal prisoner sentenced to labour or employed on labour at his own desire shall, except on an 

emergency with the sanction in writing of the Superintendent, be kept to labour for more than nine hours 

in any one day.  
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(2) The Medical Officer shall from time to time examine the labouring prisoners while they are 

employed, and shall at least once in every fortnight cause to be recorded upon the history-ticket of each 

prisoner employed on labour the weight of such prisoner at the time.  

(3) When the Medical Officer is of opinion that the health of any prisoner suffers from employment on 

any kind or class of labour, such prisoner shall not be employed on that labour but shall be placed on 

such other kind or class of labour as the Medical Officer may consider suited for him.” 

 “Section 36. Employment of criminal prisoners sentenced to simple imprisonment. 

Provision shall be made by the Superintendent for the employment (as long as they so desire) of all 

criminal prisoners sentenced to simple imprisonment; but no prisoner not sentenced to rigorous 

imprisonment shall be punished for neglect of work excepting by such alteration in the scale of diet as 

may be established by the rules of the prison in the case of neglect of work by such a prisoner.” 

 “Section 45. Prison-offences. 

The following acts are declared to be prison-offences when committed by a prisoner:— 

(5) wilfully disabling himself from labour;  

(6) contumaciously refusing to work.” 

 “Section 46. Punishment of such offences. 

The Superintendent may examine any person to touching any such offence, and determine thereupon, 

and punish such offence by— 

(3) hard labour for a period not exceeding seven days in the case of convicted criminal prisoners not 

sentenced to rigorous imprisonment.” 

All the above stated sections go on to prove that involving the inmates in some task or the other for their 

reformation is of utmost importance to the prison administration as the aspect of ‘labour’ is mentioned 

in almost every important section. 

Various practices have been adopted/ shared by the States/UTs out of which this paper focusses on the 

following two: 
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Education  

Imparting education to jail inmates not only contributes towards a corrective approach to the psyche of 

the felon but also goes a long way in inculcating a responsive and respectful attitude in them towards the 

society. Following is the statistical data in relation to the types of education imparted across different 

states. 

Table 2: Education 

Type of Education No. of Prison Inmates Educated 

Elementary education 53,009 

Adult education 40,122 

Higher education 14,380 

Field of Computers 8,443 

Total 1,15,954 

Diagram 2 

 

Rehabilitative 
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Vocational 
Training

Elementary 

Education (46%)

Telangana 14,234
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Tamil Nadu 4,137

Adult Education

(35%)

M.P. 9,170
U.P. 6,107 

Telangana 3,746

Higher Education

(12%)

Telangana 4,255

U.P. 1,242 

Delhi 1,024 

Field of Computers 7%

Education imparted to Prisoners
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Table 3: Initiatives undertaken by States/UTs in the field of education 

Educational Programmes in Prisons Library Facility in Prisons 

States/UTs Description States/UTs Description 

Andhra 

Pradesh 

 “Secondary Education is being 

imparted by National Institute of 

Open School (NIOS). 

 Graduation & Post-Graduation are 

being imparted by Open 

Universities i.e. Ambedkar Open 

University & Andhra University. 

 Special remission is being awarded 

to those prisoners who are 

successful in exams.” 

Andhra 

Pradesh 

“Digital Libraries have been established 

at all the Central Prisons i.e. 

Visakhapatnam, Rajamahendravaram, 

Kadapa and Nellore.” 

Manipur 

 “Primary/Basic education to the 

inmates 

 An IGNOU Special Study Centre 

has been started in Manipur Central 

Jail, Sajiwa to provide opportunity 

for education to the different 

categories of inmates.” 

Manipur 
“Library has been set up for providing 

reading facilities to the inmates.” 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 “Special Study Centres of IGNOU 

have been established. 

 Education through distance mode is 

also provided to the willing 

prisoners.” 

Nagaland 

“Large number of English and Hindi 

books are made available to the 

inmates.” 

Maharashtra 

 “Primary education classes  

 Computers aided Adult education 

 Higher Education Degree Courses 

Conducted by Yashawantrao 

Chavan Maharashtra Open 

University and IGNOU.” 

Sikkim 

“Regular supply of newspapers and 

materials of entertainment is being 

provided to the prisoners’ barracks and 

there is access to the prison library.” 

Delhi 

 “In the field of Education, Padho 

aur Padhao scheme is launched in 

collaboration with Ministry of 

HRD, Govt. of India for illiterate 

inmates.  

 Permanent study centres of NIOS 

& IGNOU are established inside 

the jail campus, for prisoners who 

want to pursue further studies.” 

Delhi 

 “Library facility with newspapers 

and magazines is provided to the 

prisoners. 

 Legal library and computers etc. are 

also provided. 

 The e-libraries are being established 

in Delhi Jails for the benefit of 

prisoners.” 

Chandigarh 

 “Adult Education Department U.T. 

Chandigarh is running three adult 

education centre, two for male 

inmates and one for female 
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inmates.  

 Illiterate inmates are provided 

education up to Middle Standard. 

 Higher Education is provided to 

inmates through NIOS and 

IGNOU. 

 Illiterate or school dropout Inmates 

are taught by educated inmates who 

are called Preraks.  

 A nukkad natak was also organized 

to motivate the inmates to get 

education.” 

 

Vocational Training  

Training is one of the essential rehabilitation measures in prison reforms. These days training of inmates 

in vocational skills in the Prison Institutions has received a lot of credit in all the States/UTs. Following 

is the statistical data in relation to various training programmes across different states. 

Table 4: Vocational Training 

Vocational 

Programme 
No. of Prison Inmates Trained States/U.T. Specific 

Weaving 5,015 

Madhya Pradesh (959) 

Gujarat (916) 

Telangana (913) 

Tailoring 3,939 Gujarat (719) 

Carpentry 3,057 

Telangana (815) 

Gujarat (481) 

Maharashtra (328) 

Agriculture 1,540 

Madhya Pradesh (444) 

Punjab (372) 

Uttar Pradesh (120) 

Canning 656 Assam (520) 

Making of 

soap & 

phenyl 

636 
Telangana (158) 

Uttar Pradesh (89) 

Handloom 572 
Maharashtra (316) 

Madhya Pradesh (160) 

Others 39,011 
Delhi (9093) 

Andhra Pradesh (3137) 

Total 54,426  
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Diagram 3 

 

 

 
Table 5: Vocational Programmes in Prisons 

States/UTs Description 

Andhra 

Pradesh 

 “For imparting Computer training to the prisoners, computers are provided in all 

Central Prisons and Special Prison for Women, Rajamahendravaram 

 New training programs have been introduced at various Prisons in the form of Fly 

Ash Brick making, Note Book Making, Bakery Products, Dairy, Fuel Outlets and 

Savories making units at Central Prisons, Prisoners’ Agricultural Colony, Sub Jail. 

 A new Retail Petrol Outlet was established in the premises of District Jail, 

Ongole.” 

Manipur 

 “The male prisoners lodged in Manipur Central Jail, Sajiwa are taught the art of 

making of Plastic bags and plastic morah (sitting stools) to enable them to earn 

their livelihood with the skills after their release from Jail.  

 Female inmates lodged in Manipur Central Jail, Imphal are imparted tailoring and 

embroidery.  

 The method of making of dhoop, dolls and making of dish washing detergent 

powder and liquid is also imparted to the female inmates so that they can earn 

their livelihood after their release from Jail.” 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

 “Candle Making, Electric Trade, Bamboo Art, Weaving, Hair Cutting, 

Embroidery, Cutting & Tailoring and Carpentry” 

Maharashtra  “Skill based trainings such as stitching, electrician, two-wheeler mechanic, paper 
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bag making, beautician etc. are provided to inmates.  

 Advanced fashion designing course was conducted in Yerwada Prison, Pune with 

raw material support provided by the Department of Prisons.  

 Vocational Training in industrial trades - Carpentry, Fabrication, Bakery, Paper 

Work, Textile, Tailoring, Chemical & Leather etc. are being imparted to the 

prisoners. 

 Employment in automobile, wire harness, lock, assembly as well as finishing of 

metal casting, weaving of Paithani silk sarees and handloom sarees is being given 

to the prisoners. 

 Vocational training in Mushroom Production, Biogas production, Goat farming, 

fisheries, poultry farm and other agricultural activities” 

Delhi 

 “Hero Motors Cycles Repairing Centre is operational in Delhi Prisons. Trainers 

from Hero Honda Motor Cycles impart training to the inmates.  

 LED bulb assembling training classes are conducted in jails to train the inmates.  

 The female prisoners are taught courses like, stitching, weaving, java making, 

fashion jewelry, jute products, crèche/balwari, embroidery, envelope making, 

pottery, diya, candle making, namkeen making, artificial flowers, herbal pack, 

dhoop agarbatti making, pickles, papad making, beauty culture and painting.  

 The other activities which are carried out in the female prison are Computer 

Literacy, English Speaking Course, Drawing, Painting and Dance classes.  

 Pearl Academy is also conducting fashion designing classes for women.” 

Nagaland 
 “Inmates are imparted skills on handicrafts like basket making, bamboo stool, 

sling for gunny bag, murrah, decorative interior things, plates, spoons etc.” 

Punjab 

 “Vocational training is provided to convict prisoners in various jails in trades like 

carpentry, weaving, embroidery, stitching, electrician, welding, plumbing, 

gardening, book binding, denting painting, motor winding, agriculture training, 

computer training, beauty parlour courses, hair dressing, floor mill operations, 

cutting and tailoring, preparing of soap, cooking etc.” 

 

APPRAISAL 

In the aspect of education, it is observed from Tables 2 and 3 and Diagram 2 that in the states where this 

is prevalent, the prison inmates are being imparted knowledge, learning and schooling of different levels 

through institutes likes IGNOU and NIOS. Concept of libraries and providing of newspapers and 

reading material is also catching up in various prisons across the country to instil the importance of 

education in the inmates.  

In the aspect of vocational training, a variety of programmes have been observed from Diagram 3 and 

the data provided above. These also depict that the nature of programmes has changed with the 

evolution in times, have become modernised with the development in technology and are no longer 

restricted to the traditional programmes. Moreover, it can also be deduced from Tables 4 and 5 that the 

vocational programmes are state and area specific, so that the inmates get instant employment in the 
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various fields available in the market and do not inculcate the feeling of being skill deprived or left out 

of the society. For instance, in metropolitan cities like Delhi and technologically-advanced states like 

Maharashtra, it can be observed that the vocational programmes are inclusive of repairing of motor 

cycles, training of assembling of LED bulbs, skill-based training and for female inmates, English 

speaking and fashion designing courses.  

 

IV. DEATHS AND ILLNESS IN PRISONS 
Death of an inmate is always a matter of imperative nature for prison administration. Seldom such 

deaths lead to law and order disruption. “Sections 13, 14, 15, 17 and Chapter VIII of the Prisons Act, 

1894” are all in this context, defining duties of officers and the procedure involved in relation to medical 

heath of the prisoners. 

 “Section 13. Duties of Medical Officer 

Subject to the control of the Superintendent, the Medical Officer shall have charge of the sanitary 

administration of the prison, and shall perform such 2 duties as may be prescribed by rules made by the 

State Government under section 3.” 

 “Section 14. Medical Officer to report in certain cases 

Whenever the Medical Officer has reason to believe that the mind of a prisoner is, or is likely to be, 

injuriously affected by the discipline or treatment to which he is subjected, the Medical Officer shall 

report the case in writing to the Superintendent, together with such observations as he may think proper. 

This report, with the orders of the Superintendent thereon, shall forthwith be sent to the Inspector 

General for information.” 

 “Section 15. Report on death of prisoner 

On the death of any prisoner, the Medical Officer shall forthwith record in a register the following 

particulars, so far as they can be ascertained, namely: —  

(1) the day on which the deceased first complained of illness or was observed to be ill,  

(2) the labour, if any, on which he was engaged on that day,  

(3) the scale of his diet on that day,  

(4) the day on which he was admitted to hospital,  

(5) the day on which the Medical Officer was first informed of the illness,  

(6) the nature of the disease,  

(7) when the deceased was last seen before his death by the Medical Officer or Medical Subordinate,  

(8) when the prisoner died, and  
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(9) (in cases where a post-mortem examination is made) an account of the appearances after death, 

together with any special remarks that appear to the Medical Officer to be required.” 

 “Section 17. Jailer to give notice of death of prisoner 

Upon the death of a prisoner, the Jailer shall give immediate notice thereof to the Superintendent and the 

Medical Subordinate.” 

 “Section 37. Sick prisoners 

(1) The names of prisoners desiring to see the Medical Subordinate or appearing out of health in mind or 

body shall, without delay, by reported by the officer in immediate charge of such prisoners to the Jailer.  

(2) The Jailer shall, without delay, call the attention of the Medical Subordinate to any prisoners 

desiring to see him, or who is ill, or whose state of mind or body appears to require attention, and shall 

carry into effect all written directions given by the Medical Officer or Medical Subordinate respecting 

alterations of the discipline or treatment of any such prisoner.” 

 “Section 38. Record of directions of Medical Officers 

All directions given by the Medical Officer or Medical Subordinate in relation to any prisoner, with the 

exception of orders for the supply of medicines or directions relating to such matters as are carried into 

effect by the Medical Officer himself or under his superintendence, shall be entered day by day in the 

prisoner’s history-ticket or in such other record as the State Government may by rule direct, and the 

Jailer shall make an entry in its proper place stating in respect of each direction the fact of its having 

been or not having been complied with, accompanied by such observations, if any, as the Jailer thinks fit 

to make, and the date of the entry.” 

 “Section 39. Hospital 

In every prison an hospital or proper place for the reception of sick prisoners shall be provided.” 

 

Deaths in jails have been categorized into two i.e. Natural deaths and Unnatural deaths which are 

statistically discussed as follows. 

Table 6: Natural and Unnatural Deaths 
Natural Deaths Un-Natural Deaths 

Ageing Illness States/UTs Suicide 

Murder 

by 

Inmates 

Accidental 

Deaths 

Deaths 

due to 

Negligence 

& 

Excesses 

States/UTs 

 
Heart related 

Ailments 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

(426); 

Madhya 

Hanging Firing 

Forces of 

Nature-Natural 

Calamity 

(i) 

Negligence 

by - 

Punjab 

(28); 

Uttar 

Pradesh Lung related Self-Inflicted Lynching Forces other Jail Staff 
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Ailments Pradesh 

(133); 

Maharashtra 

(127) 

Injury than the nature- (17); 

Tamil 

Nadu (12); 

West 

Bengal 

(12) 

TB 
Poisoning 

 
Stabbing Electrocution 

Jail 

medical 

Staff 

Cancer Electrocution Fighting Drowning 
Police 

Staff 

Liver related 

Ailments 
Others Others Accidental Fall 

Outside 

hospital 

medical 

Staff 

Brain 

Haemorrhage 
  Burn injuries 

(ii) 

Excesses 

(torture) by 
Jail 

personnel 

Kidney 

related 

Ailments 

  
Road/train 

accident (during 

transit) 

 

HIV   
Drugs/Alcoholic 

Consumption 
 

Other 

ailments 
  Animal bite  

     Others   

 

 

Diagram 4 
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Diagram 5 
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As recorded in the NCRB data, “a total of 1,845 prisoners have died, while they were in judicial custody 

during 2018, in the country, out of which 1,639 were natural deaths and 149 were due to un-natural 

causes and 57 deaths were reported as causes not known yet. Natural deaths accounted for 88.83% and 

Un-Natural deaths accounted for 8.08% of the total deaths. Out of the 1,639 Natural deaths, there were 

1,559 deaths due to Illness and 80 deaths due to Ageing. Among the un-natural causes of deaths in 

prisons, Suicide was the pre-dominant cause followed by Murder by Inmates, Accidental Deaths, Others 

and Deaths Due to Assault by Outside Elements.”71 

The high rate in natural deaths due to illness can be attributed to many reasons out of which the prime 

reason could be overcrowding in prisons leading to unhygienic living conditions and ultimately causing 

a rise in the number of diseases. Also, under the category of un-natural deaths, the number of suicides 

committed by the inmates is the highest amongst other causes as it can clearly be interpreted that mental 

shock, unacceptance and fear of the society can be the prime reasons for such a decision. These 

observations can be understood statistically through Table 6 and Diagrams 4, 5 and 6.  

 

COVID-19 IN PRISONS: IS INDIA DOING ENOUGH? 

On 16 March, the Supreme Court asked the states and union territories on their plans to avoid covid-19 

spread in prisons. At the time, most states showed their willingness to release certain categories of 

prisoners on bail and parole. The idea was to decongest the 1,401 prisons in the country, which, 

according to “2018 National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB)” data, were packed with around 450,000 

people, nearly 60,000 over the sanctioned capacity. As of 30 June, nearly 805 jail staffers and inmates 

have tested positive for covid-19 across jails in the country, as per “Commonwealth Human Rights 

Initiative (CHRI)”.72 

Prisons institution is India with their crowded spaces and insufficient healthcare facilities pose an 

extreme risk of becoming epicentres for the spread of COVID-19. The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India 

directed States/ UTs to establish a “High-Powered Committee” to ascertain the categories of prison 

inmates to be released on interim bail/ parole or furlough to minimise overcrowding in prisons. 

The Court advised the categories below for consideration of release: 

 “Prisoners who are convicted/undertrial for one offence for which the sentence is up to seven 

years. 

                                                
71 Prison Statistics India 2018, National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India. 
72 Covid-19 in Prisons (August 2, 2020, 5:30 PM), https://www.livemint.com/mint-lounge/features/covid-19-in-prison-is-

india-doing-enough-11594096672458.html 
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 Any categories identified by the High-Powered Committee on the basis of the nature of offence, 

duration of the sentence and severity of the offence.” 

“Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative” tracks orders issued by the “High-Powered Committees” 

across states, categories of prisoners identified for release and the estimated vs actual number of releases 

across the country.73 

New articles have suggested certain steps to combat the spread of the pandemic within jails: 

 “Prisons must ensure weekly visits by doctors.  

 All wards, barracks and common areas must be cleaned daily with water and disinfectant.  

 Thermal thermometers should be supplied to monitor visitors and staff, and washbasins and hand 

wash facilities placed at entry and exit points.  

 Additional mobile toilets should be set up (if required) as well as drinking and bathing water 

facilities augmented by water tankers.  

 Sufficient supply of bathing and washing soaps as well as sanitary pads should be provided to 

women prisoners.  

 An improved diet must be provided to pregnant women, lactating mothers and children in 

prisons.  

 A supply of cloth masks and sanitisers for and prison staff must be ensured.  

 New admissions to the prison should be screened and kept in an isolation ward for 14 days.”74 

Reports suggest that “these are unprecedented times and they call for unprecedented measures. No time 

demanded for the spirit of the law to lead from the front than the times we are in right now. The primary 

onus lies on the judiciary, under whose custody, prisoners are lodged. It is up to the judiciary to rise to 

the occasion and put measures that will ease the burden on the system. ‘Innocent until proven guilty’—

the very core of judicial principles, needs to be applied now more than ever.”75 

 

CONCLUSION 

                                                
73  “State/Ut Wise Prisons Response To Covid 19 Pandemic In India” (August 2, 2020, 5:30 PM), 

https://www.humanrightsinitiative.org/content/state&ut-wise-prisons-response-to-covid-19-pandemic-in-india 
74  “Covid-19: Ensure prisons do not turn into a fertile ground for the virus” (August 2, 2020, 6:30 PM), 
hindustantimes.com/analysis/covid-19-ensure-prisons-do-not-turn-into-a-fertile-ground-for-virus/story-

MVJdQa0f2GwwyCojTwQA3L.html 
75  How prisons and prisoners must deal with the pandemic (August 2, 2020, 8:00 PM), 

https://www.theweek.in/news/india/2020/05/22/how-prisons-and-prisoners-must-deal-with-the-pandemic.html 
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Prisons are in a bureaucratic setup and cannot function without records. Records are essential for the 

generation of crime statistics and rates at which custodial violence is committed along with maintaining 

a medical history to analyse the death rate and its causes, in short, everything that this paper has catered 

to. 

Emile Durkheim in his book “Crime as a Natural Phenomenon” said “A society composed of persons 

with angelic qualities would not be free from violations of the norms of that society”. In other words, he 

simply normalised the aspect of crime present in the society.  

Moving on the same lines the society needed the “Panopticon Model of Prisons” by Jeremy Bentham, an 

exponent of the classical school of criminology. This is because when the model came up, the convicts 

were treated as novelty and were punished through abhorrent practices.  

The basic principle for the design of the model as presented by Bentham was “to monitor the maximum 

number of prisoners with the fewest possible guards and other security costs. The layout consists of a 

central tower for the guards, surrounded by a ring-shaped building of prison cells. The building with the 

prisoners is only one cell thick, and every cell has one open side facing the central tower. This open side 

has bars over it, but is otherwise entirely exposed to the tower. The guards can thus see the entirety of 

any cell at any time, and the prisoners are always vulnerable and visible. Conversely, the tower is far 

enough from the cells and has sufficiently small windows that the prisoners cannot see the guards inside 

of it.” 

Bentham’s architectural principle, “The Panopticon” is a manifest of a Christian belief that God be ever-

pervasive and spying and should engulf one from all sides. His sole objective was to design a system 

wherein absolute control of the other’s mind can be taken by one being. 

Getting into the depth of this, the reason behind this intricate architectural design, is res ipsa loquitur76. 

The solitary reasoning of monitoring the inmates at all times is to deduce their movements, activities 

and their entire lifestyle into numbers, tables and graphs with the rationale of record-keeping, 

comparisons or indexing.  

This concept of indexing is also clearly reflected in Section 38 of the Prisons Act, 1894. 

As India moves into a much worse position since the first lockdown, we can look in retrospect and 

analyse what could have been improved. Up till now, the national narrative has focused on “flattening 

the curve, saving employment, fighting hunger and guaranteeing the right to health to all the people”. 

However, one narrative which has been least discussed (if not left out) is that on “prisoners’ rights”. 

                                                
76 Legal Maxim. English translation – The thing speaks for itself. 
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The Hon’ble Supreme Court’s order and the feedback of the State, seems to be deficient in the grand 

narrative of prison rights. The situation has brought to light two major issues: 

 “The first being, the infructuous nature of the provisions of the Model Prison Manual, 2016 

which were once drafted to tackle an epidemic.  

 The second being the ignorance towards the mental health of prisoners by the State.  

This, despite the recognition of mental health as a right through legislative provisions as well as through 

judicial mandate.” 77 

The COVID-19 pandemic has thrown life out of gear for the general population in ways that none of us 

could ever have fathomed. The chaos, the challenges emerging on a daily, perhaps even on an hourly, 

basis has been tough to grapple with. In the midst of it all, there is a population that even in the best of 

times, receives least attention—individuals lodged in prisons and several other such closed institutions. 

One may perhaps argue that the Supreme Court and state High Courts, the National Commission for 

Women and several other such relevant bodies have passed orders for the release of prisoners and given 

guidelines relevant to prevention and control of the pandemic. However, the outbreak of COVID-19 in 

Arthur Road Jail and the Jaipur District Jail raises certain pertinent questions as regards the sufficiency 

of these measures.78 

The sole purpose of framing statistical records is to ‘invisiblise’ prisoners into numbers, so that the 

aggregate information becomes available and also to make these institutions accountable for any 

activities that take place in the prison premises so the Human Rights Commission need not rely only on 

the testimonies of the prisoners.  

Thus, all these figures, statistics and analysis, nevertheless keep the question lingering that, 

“Are we seduced by numbers or by the temptation to quantify?” 

 

 

 

 

                                                
77  “How Indian Prisoners Stand To Lose The Most During Coronavirus Pandemic” (August 1, 2020, 5:30 PM), 

https://www.outlookindia.com/website/story/opinion-how-indian-prisoner-stand-to-lose-the-most-during-coronavirus-

pandemic/351521 
78 Id. At 6 
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VIOLATION OF RIGHTS OF CHILDREN AND WOMEN DURING 

COVID-19 

                                                                 

Riya Shanwria 

Northcap University, Gurugram 

On 24 March 2020, the government of India ordered a nationwide lockdown as a preventive measure to 

control the outbreak of coronavirus, restricting the people to move out of their houses except for 

availing the essential services. The practice of home quarantine was followed among the citizens. This 

initiative by the government was believed to be the best ideology in order to maintain the safety of the 

citizens. But was the quarantine actually safe for everyone? 

 

The shadow behind Quarantine 

The mode of quarantine reunited the family under one roof and relived those family moments which 

were lost in this hard and fast world. But not everyone was that fortunate to enjoy those stressful times. 

There were many individuals locked up in an abusive inland. Most of the victims were women and 

children whose freedom to step out of their houses was the sole way to escape this abusive environment, 

which was now no more accessible to them. 
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The sad reality of Lockdown  

In  amid of COVID-19, women and children in India fought against coronavirus, as well as domestic 

violence, sexual and mental harassment. The confinement at home with an abusive partner is likely to 

result in greater physical and mental violence, with disastrous consequences for their health and well-

being. It has been an all time trend that whenever the family spends time together,  such crimes increase. 

If we look at the possible reasons behind this increased spike of the abuse, it is not only because of the 

frustration due to home confinement but unemployment, poverty, hunger and economic slowdown are 

some major reasons behind the same. Due to such reasons abusers have increased access to their 

victims. And victims have no access to the resources. Alcohol consumption by husbands or fathers is an 

evidentiary fact for the increase in such abuses, and the heavy plight of victims to not being able to 

move out to the concerned authorities for help because of the strict governmental orders. Victim’s right 

to live with dignity gets triggered here. Therefore, this alcohol - fueled violence has increased the 

incidents of abusive lockdown. This can also be regarded as intimate terrorism, i.e. violence inside 

home. 

Another focal point here is that most of the victims are not aware of their rights. They are born in such 

an environment or society where every next door has the same story or such family background, which 

makes them believe that such incidents are normal. It is a myth in our Indian society that such incidents 

takes place only in the poorer sections of the society, which to some extent is true. But domestic 

violence and torture exists in all parts of the society and women and children of higher sections of the 

society are no immune to it. 

Another sad reality of our Indian society is that it suppresses the victims to such an extent that they fear 

to come out in the reach of help and claim their rights. Victims in the fear of facing the societal 

obligations, chooses to remain silent and continue to suffer and sacrifice. Victims who are brave enough 

to complain to the concerned authorities represent the tip of an iceberg. With the sudden lockdown, 

when such victims find themselves isolated, alone and vulnerable, what options are they left with? 

Virtually none. 

If we particularly talk about the children in need , when their parents or guardians are abusers, such 

victims have no way out nor they are mature enough to understand the violence and its nature to reach 

out for help. As the result of which, the abuser gets more audacity to perpetrate violence. Behind the 
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closed doors, the abuser’s hardihood increases, especially when he knows that this confinement will 

sustain for long enough. Also, in most of the cases, the abuser is the one known to the child. Children 

lack access to child care organizations and inability to connect to a safe place as the abuser is around 

them and thus they continue to be victimized. Not only child abuse but other exploitative practices such 

as child labor, child trafficking, child marriage, etc have also been in its rise. Other inhuman situations 

like starvation and inadequate livelihood have worsened their situation. 

Statistics  

According to the relative data, there had been an alarming rise in the complaints of domestic violence 

against women. The complaints received during the lockdown period are greater than the ones received 

in the last year. This indicated that the level of abuse and torture faced by the victims during lockdown 

was so immense and frequent that the victims were forced to take a call for themselves. This also 

highlighted the mental conditions of those who never had the courage to reach out for help from years 

had been pushed to such extent that they had to call the women helpline for rescue. Among these 

victims, 7% reached out to the police, lawyers or social service organization.79 

Another issue faced during the pandemic was that the several helplines and shelter homes for women 

and children were not available to call or live in, in both the government, as well as private sector. The 

help that they provide was curtailed by the lockdown since the movement was restricted. Victims cannot  

travel to police stations nor the social-workers were able to reach to them. The police was overburdened 

by COVID-19 duties too. 

Directions by the Delhi High court 

The Delhi high court recently directed the states and the Centre to take measures to protect women from 

domestic violence, following a petition filed by an NGO. The Centre, Delhi government and the 

national and state commissions of women submitted status reports on the action taken against domestic 

violence, including spreading awareness about helpline numbers, shelter or one-stop homes as well as 

appointment of protection officers, which the court reviewed on April 25.80 

 

                                                
79  https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/domestic-violence-during-covid-19-lockdown-emerges-as-serious-

concern/story-mMRq3NnnFvOehgLOOPpe8J.html 
80 https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2020/4/statement-ed-phumzile-violence-against-women-during-pandemic 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/domestic-violence-during-covid-19-lockdown-emerges-as-serious-concern/story-mMRq3NnnFvOehgLOOPpe8J.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/domestic-violence-during-covid-19-lockdown-emerges-as-serious-concern/story-mMRq3NnnFvOehgLOOPpe8J.html
https://www.unwomen.org/en/news/stories/2020/4/statement-ed-phumzile-violence-against-women-during-pandemic
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Conclusion 

The root cause of this violence against women and children is powerlessness and subordination in 

households. Also, the lack of awareness due to high rates of illiteracy levels in women and children, as 

only 3% of the children of the poorer section opt for secondary or higher studies, are the reasons which 

make them vulnerable to such a dark society. Also, the government on its behalf  has not been able to 

implement the laws favoring the victims and guarantying their protection. Our country has many laws 

such as protection of women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 and Protection of Children against 

Sexual Offenses Act, 2012, but despite such laws, the fruitful implementation has not been reflected. 

COVID-19 is already testing us in ways most of us have never previously experienced, providing 

emotional and economic shocks that we are struggling to rise above. The violence that is emerging now 

as a dark feature of this pandemic is a mirror and a challenge to our values, our resilience and shared 

humanity. We must not only survive the coronavirus, but emerge renewed, with women as a powerful 

force at the center of recovery. 
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Abstract 

Covid-19 has transformed the world into an event of global uncertainties’, where people are even 

uncertain of what will happen with the world next week, let alone planning for future. Perhaps the 

biggest uncertainty in modern times concerns the role of the country where it all started i.e., Wuhan, 

China.  

There are various questions regarding the role of China and whether the virus is state-sponsored in 

order to injure the economy of its rival countries? Whether China was wholly responsible for this 

cause? China is a party to the major international agreements regulating the biological weapons, 

having acceded to the Geneva Protocol in 1952 and the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention 

(BTWC) in 1984.  

This paper would focus on the International Human Rights violations and whether The Republic of 

China have violated the international Human Rights instructions such as UDHR, ICCPR along with 

IHR 2005?  This paper will present the arguments for and against the state and find out whether the 

China is actually liable for the spread of Covid-19.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The international outbreak of COVID-19 has brought the world and their governments from around 

the world to take serious steps of health measures in reaction to the public health demanding 

situations which have arisen, in addition to their corresponding social, financial, and political 

ramifications. The primary international organization known as the World Health Organisation 

(WHO) is helping the world in coping up with this time of global health crisis and a pandemic 

situation. There have been various international treaties which were formed with the aim of 

collaboration and collective peace of the world, especially after the World War II. The treaties like 

UDHR, ICCPR and IHR were formed as a result of various violations of basic human rights and 

their health issues and these treaties were aimed to provide benefits to the humans irrespective of 

their country. The signatories of these treaties have to follow them and any violation to their 

provisions can lead a country to a miserable position.  

This paper is divided into several parts where in the Part II the importance of international treatise 

have been explained. The Part III deals with the responsibility of China and it’s violation of these 

treaties. The Part IV deals with the arguments in favour of China in respective to these treaties. The 

Part V provides a conclusion of the whole paper and answers the question that whether the Republic 

of China be actually held liable for the outbreak of Covid-19.      

 

II. IMPORTANCE OF INTERNATIONAL TREATIES 

 

At the beginning of the twenty-first century, there are more than 50,000 international treaties which 

have been signed covering nearly every aspect and every facet of international relations and state 

authority respectively:  

1. All the signatory of treaties have agreed to limit their powers to act in variety of ways – from 

limiting civil and political rights through ICCPR, to how they behave towards their own citizens 

under UDHR. During last decade, most of the scholars have agreed to open door to understand role 

of international law in shaping state behavior. 
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2. The states usually commit to these treaties, once they analyses the anticipated positive and 

negative impacts of all the international laws that will be applicable on them after being a signatory 

to the treaty. Unless a state chooses to ratify a treaty, the effect of such treaty won’t be applicable on 

their state i.e. non-binding. It becomes quite obvious that the states will join a treaty because they 

will derive some benefits from it which will be more than suffering harm. For example, if an 

agreement requires state to put low tariff charges on imports, then it will have the same treatment on 

the exports of that state.  

3. Various scholars have agreed to the notion that these treaties are usually bought so that it benefits 

the powerful state including China. 

Therefore, it becomes important to understand that what importance and role these treaties play 

when they are ratified by the powerful states. 

A) Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR)81 

The Universal Declaration of Human Right was formed post the World-War 2. The basic aim 

for forming this was to ensure people around the world to respect and claim their basic rights 

as humans. The UDHR provides a common standard of achievement for all peoples and all 

nations. The States commitment on human rights treaties have been very critical to 

understand because they constitute a paradigmatic hard case. These treaties like UDHR of 

1948, don’t really offer any reciprocal benefits to the state, as many other treaties do. But in 

reality, UDHR was a breakthrough especially because it came after the Second World War. 

This treaty was a revolution in international relations and has remained an inspiration till 

date. It is a part of UN Practice and also a part of international customary law. The UN even 

have held many countries responsible under the UDHR, irrespective of whether they are a 

part of treaty or not. 

 

B) International  Covenantion Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR)82 

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) puts out large 

commitment to a wide array of both civil and political rights, including equality of persons 

before courts and tribunals, right to peaceful assembly, liberty and security of the person and 

                                                
81 Juan E. Mendez, The 60th Anniversary of the UDHR, 30 U. PA. J. INT'l L. 1157 (2009) 
82 Shiyan Sun, Understanding and Interpretation of the ICCPR in the Context of China's Possible Ratification, 6 Chinese J. 

INT'l L. 17 (2007) 
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freedom to form association. Along with Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, 

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment (CAT), the state parties have to submit reports on 

measures taken by them to give effect to the rights placed in the treaty. An optional protocol 

to the ICCPR to which states individually have to ratify which allows Individual to claim to 

be victims of any violation of rights set forth in the covenant. They can file a complaint with 

the Human Rights Committee. 

 

C) International Health Regulations (IHR)83 

The International Health Regulation was formed in response to reemergence of international 

disease threat along with a lot of international trade and travel. The purpose and scope of 

IHR was "to prevent, protect against, control and provide a public health response to the 

international spread of disease in ways that are commensurate with and restricted to public 

health risks, and which avoid unnecessary interference with international traffic and 

trade."84 This regulation was made not only to deal with specific disease, rather it applies to 

every health risk including sanitation and other important issues. This regulation was 

originally adopted at the World Health Assembly in 1969 and was revised last in 2005. This 

regulation empowers the World Health Organisation (WHO) to act as a global surveillance 

system.        

 

III. REASONS AGAINST CHINA 

 

There are more than 26 million confirmed cases and around 8,50,000 deaths in the world due to the 

spread of Covid-19. The question among is that was it possible to prevent this huge loss of life? 

Could China have done something in order to prevent the disease from spreading to the whole 

world?  

              

 

                                                
83 Ching-Fu Lin, COVID-19 and the Institutional Resilience of the IHR (2005): Time for a Dispute Settlement Redesign?, 13 
CONTEMP. Asia ARB. J. 269 (2020). 
84   International Health Regulations (2005), World Health Organization (2020), 

https://www.who.int/ihr/publications/9789241596664/en/#:~:text=The%20stated%20purpose%20and%20scope,international

%20traffic%20and%20trade.%22%20Because (last visited Aug 6, 2020). 
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A) Question that whether China violated the provision of UDHR 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights, is the modern world’s first human rights declaration 

which granted equal rights as well as other civil and political rights, Under the banner of the 

Republic of China, China was a signatory to both the UN Charter and the UN Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights. However, with the Chinese civil war, the communist victory on 

the mainland and the Nationalist flight to Taiwan (from where it represented China at the UN 

until it was unseated by the People’s Republic of China in 1971), mainland China was un-

represented at the UN and therefore subscribed to none of the UN’s human rights regimes.  

In 1971, the leaders of the People’s Republic of China reaffirmed their acceptance of the UN 

Charter and Universal Declaration of Human Rights by re-joining the UN. But as China was in 

the midst of the throes of the Cultural Revolution (1966-76), it did not participate actively in the 

UN until the late 1970s. China further became signatory to ICCPR but it has yet to ratify the 

latest changes to it. 

According to a study85, it was found out that creating awareness can not only lower the infection 

rate of the disease but can even stop it from becoming epidemic, but Khynese authorities stopped 

the doctors to disclose any information about this new disease to the public which made 

awareness next to impossible and the disease which could’ve been stopped before becoming 

epidemic, became pandemic. 

The Article 19 of the UDHR states that Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and 

expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive 

and impart information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.86
 Therefore, it 

provides that right for every person to have freedom of opinion and expression as well as to hold 

opinions and share them through media or anywhere as they deem fit, but the approach of 

                                                
85Sebastian Funk, Eraz Gilad, Chris Watkins and Vincent A.A. Jansen, “The Spread of awareness and its impact on epidemic 

outbreaks” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 2009  
86 Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, Article 19.  
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Chinese government not to disclose any information87 about the contagious disease was violative 

of this provision of Article 19 of UDHR. 

B) Question that weather China violated the provision of ICCPR 

The China was also signatory to ICCPR, which Article 19 dictates that, “Everyone shall have the 

right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart 

information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in 

the form of art, or through any other media of his choice.” The World Health Organisation in a 

press conference held in the 1st week of July admitted that the China kept everyone in dark about 

the contagious virus outbreak. Therefore, this article was also violated by Chinese government 

when they tried to cover-up the pandemic and did not disclosed any information to public.88  

C) Question that weather China violated the provision of International Health Regulations 

2005 

The Republic of China has also violated the provision provided under Article 7 of International 

Health Regulations 2005 stating “If a State Party has evidence of an unexpected or unusual 

public health event within its territory, irrespective of origin or source, which may constitute a 

public health emergency of international concern, it shall provide to WHO all relevant public 

health information.”89 This provides that the state party has to provide the information to World 

Health Organization if it finds any unexpected or unusual public health events in its territory. 

Such a situation China faced when Covid-19 started spreading in its territory and China refrained 

itself from sharing the information with WHO except the genome of the virus90 and deliberately 

misled the WHO so that whole world cannot be ready to sustain their economy and such actions 

led the local outbreak to become pandemic. 

                                                
87 China was slammed for initial COVID-19 secrecy, but its scientists led the way in tackling the virus, Science|Business 

(2020), https://sciencebusiness.net/covid-19/international-news/china-was-slammed-initial-covid-19-secrecy-its-scientists-

led-way (last visited Aug 16, 2020). 
88  China hid truth about Covid-19 pandemic from its people for almost a week, Hindustan Times (2020), 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/china-hid-truth-about-covid-19-pandemic-from-its-people-for-almost-a-

week/story-8CiFkBxJh37CEl67eK5paN.html (last visited Aug 18, 2020). 
89 International Health Regulations 2005, Article 7.  
90 World Health Organization: China not sharing data on coronavirus infections among health-care workers, The Washington 

Post (2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/asia_pacific/world-health-organization-china-not-sharing-data-on-

health-care-worker-coronavirus-infections/2020/02/26/28064fda-54e4-11ea-80ce-37a8d4266c09_story.html (last visited Sep 

6, 2020). 
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IV. REASONS IN FAVOR OF CHINA 

The United Nations Human Rights Committee has described freedom of expression as of paramount 

importance for any democratic society91, but Republic of China has not adopted democracy, but a 

communist state who believes in controlling the media and have control over the society and that is 

the way they have been flourishing and rising as next superpower. It is a matter of sovereignty for 

China. 

The question that China violated the provisions of International Human Rights instruments are far-

fetched from the truth as along with all the world, Republic of China has also suffered at the hands 

of this virus, but as China had control and strictness over its society, it could prevent the virus from 

spreading in the country but whereas the democratic countries of the west were not able to control 

their societies and couldn’t take drastic measures and hence they became the bigger victim to the 

virus. 

 

A) Question that Republic of China Violated the provisions of UDHR 

China is a signatory to both the UN Charter and the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 

had ratified the same and China is obliging with the provisions ever since. The actions taken by 

China to not to disclose any information about the new outbreak, comes under the ambit of Article 

29(2) and Article 30. 

Article 29(2) provides for the reasonable restrictions on the rights provided under the declaration. 

This provision states that a state can put restrictions upon these rights “to such limitations as are 

determined by law”. Further this restriction can only be put up when there is a question of; 

i. Securing Due Recognition 

ii. Respect of the rights and freedom of others 

iii. Morality 

iv. Public order 

v. General welfare 

The Republic of China took the necessary actions in order to maintain public order and not to 

create chaos amid its citizen which could have incited fear and might have led to panic buying, 

                                                
91Tae Hoon Park v Republic of Korea (628/1995), CCPR/C/64/D/628/1995 (1998), 20 October 1998; 6 IHRR 623 (1999) at 

para 10.3. 
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riots, depletion of stocks etc. such as what happened in other western countries92. Whereas, the 

Article 30 of the UDHR provides that nothing in this declaration can bind the state and that its 

provisions does not have any binding authority over the Republic of China 

 

B) Question that China violated the provisions of ICCPR 

Republic of China is a signatory to International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights but have not 

yet ratified it and hence the treaty has no binding authority it. Considering this, the state has yet not 

violated its provisions. 

Almost all the jurisdictions, states, declarations, conventions etc., provide some type of restrictions 

along with rights. So does ICCPR, it provides certain limitations93 in case of; 

i. When such restrictions are imposed by law 

ii. Such restrictions are for rights and reputation of others 

iii. For protection of; 

a. Public Order 

b. Public Health 

c. Morals. 

Thus, China respected the provisions of ICCPR and took actions appropriate to the restrictions as 

disclosing such information at an early stage might cause the fear and have the same reaction as in 

western countries. 

 

C) Question that China violated the provisions of International Health Regulations, 2005 

The Article 7 of International Health Regulations 2005 provides the state to provide the information 

to WHO if it finds any evidence of an unexpected or unusual public health event within its territory. 

The Republic of China did not have any reasonable apprehension or any evidence that the virus 

could be this much contagious and deadly as it was considered as “pneumonia like illness”. It is 

obvious that China did not imposed strict regulations or lockdowns in cases of pneumonia. When the 

                                                
92Paulina Cachero, Photos of ravaged grocery stores show how people are panic-buying across the US in the wake of the 

coronavirus pandemic, INSIDER, 13.03.2020, available at https://www.insider.com/americans-panic-buying- grocery-stores-

food-toilet-paper-coronavirus-pandemic-2020-3 (Last visited on 05.04.2020)  

93International Covenant of Civil and Political Rights 1966, see art 19(3). 
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outbreak got out of hands of Khynese authorities and the Republic of China got sufficient evidence 

and information of this unexpected and unusual public health, then China did share the genome 

sequence of the virus with WHO and did its part. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The Covid-19 was declared a pandemic disease by the WHO after it’s outbreak round the globe, 

which initially was in China. There have been various organisation, scholars, and journalists that are 

talking about the liability of China under various international provisions and the popular on-going 

debate to make China responsible for the spread of disease. The WHO’s funding was also stopped 

by the US Government for favouring the China which led to a numerous hurdles for WHO in this 

pandemic. As the paper above highlights the importance of international treaties, the violation of 

China of the treaties and the reason which might help China to not be held liable for the spread of 

the disease. But it still is very evident that even though there are claims which might support China 

but still China could easily be held responsible for the violation of human rights for the death of 

about a million people in the world. There are various international treaties and conventions like the 

Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC), the responsibility of States for Internationally 

Wrongful Acts, and various Public Law which have been violated by the China making them liable 

for the spread of the Covid-19.     
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